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The Z + "'f cross-section x branching ratio in the electron channel has been 

measured using the inclusive Z data sample from the CDF '88-'89 collider run, for 

which the total integrated luminosity was 4.05 ± 0.28 pb-1 • 

Two Z"Y candidates a.re observed from central photon events with ~R~-y > 0. 7 

and E? > 5.0 GeV. From these events the u * BR(Z + "Y) is measured and compared 

with SM predictions: 

u * BR(Z + "Y)e = 6.8!::~(stat + syst)pb 

u * BR(Z + "'t)sM = 4.7!g:~(stat + syst)pb 

From this Z"Y cross section measurement limits on the ZZ"'( a.nd Z"'("'f anomalous 

couplings for three different choices of compositeness sca.le Az a.re obtained. Our 

experimental sensitivity to the h:0.., / h~0.., couplings is in the range of Az "' 450 -

500 GeV and for the h;i? /h~--r couplings Az"' 300 GeV. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The unification of the electromagnetic and wea.k interactions, a.s described by 

the gauge group SU(2)L ® U(1)y, is referred to a.s the Electrowea.k Theory or more 

generally a.s The Standard Model. The vector bosons w± are carriers of the charged 

wea.k currents while the "Y and zo are mediators of the neutral currents. The cou-

plings between these bosons and the quarks and leptons ca.n be tested by measuring 

the production cross-sections or rates of W and Z particles. By determining the 

production cross-sections for the similar processes, W"( and Z"(, not only ca.n their 

anomalous couplings be tested, but information on higher order static and transition 

moments respectively can be gained. Furthermore by pushing beyond the realm of 

the Standard Model, higher production cross-sections for these processes could be 

indicators of internal structure or compositeness of W and Z bosons. 

The 1988-1989 da.ta. collected by the CDF collaboration a.s listed in Appendix 

A is used for this analysis. The purpose of this work is to measure the production 

cross-section of Z"( events. In addition, the limits for the anomalous ZZ"( and Z'Y'Y 

couplings are investigated a.s well a.s the possibilities for Z boson compositeness. 

The organization of the dissertation is a.s follows: 

• In Chapter 2, an overview of the Electrowea.k Theory is presented with the 

introduction of the basic concepts which describe the wea.k vector bosons. 

Briefly the anomolous couplings of the Z boson for both tree-level and beyond 

a.s well a.s a. possible composite model a.re discussed. 

• In Chapter 3, the apparatus used to obtain the physics results is described. 
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This chapter begins with an overview of the fundamental properties of the 

Te~atron accelerator, and then highlights those components of the CDF de-

tector which are pertinent, e.g. the CEM,PEM,FEM calorimeters as well as 

the tracking chambers and trigger specifics. 

• In Chapter 4, the analysis methods are discussed. The process of event re-

construction and selection begins the chapter, which includes the electron 

identification process, followed by the Monte Carlo simulations used in this 

analysis. 

• In Chapter 5, the acceptances, efficiencies and backgrounds for Z'Y are out-

lined. The expermental cross-section is given in terms of the # observed, # 
of background expected as well as the acceptance and efficiency factors for 

determining z'Y events. 

• In Chapter 6, the kinematical properties and the determination of the cross-

section x branching ratio for Z'Y are discussed and the results are tabulated 

and shown graphically. Furthermore, systematic uncertainties due to Z + 'Y 

Pt distributions, Q2 scale dependence, and Structure Function(SF) choices are 

described and tabulated. 

• In Chapter 7, the limits on the anomalous ZZ"( and Z'Y'Y couplings and transi-

tion moments are obtained. The chapter concludes with a summary of results. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

Enrico Fermi was one of the first physicists to attempt to understand the weak 

interaction using the available quantum theory of his time. Unfortunately, the four-

fermion f3 decay analogy cannot be made directly due to the fact that the propagators 

for the electromagnetic and weak forces are distinctly different. The photon, which 

mediates the electromagnetic force, is a massless pointlike particle, while the effective 

mass of the ev pairs of f3 decay varies from process to process. However, because of 

the great success of Quantum Electrodynamics( QED), a theory by Richard Feynman 

and others in the 1940's and 1950's, it was natural to believe there was a weak 

analog to the photon, the intermediate vector boson(IVB), and to assume it was the 

mediator of the weak force. Fermi's work was important because it led the way for 

an eventual unification of both the electromagnetic and weak forces[!]. 

2.1 The Electroweak Theory 

During the early 1960's, the concept of unifying the weak and electromag-

netic interactions came to fruition. The resulting electroweak theory developed 

by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam[2] provided the framework for experimental test-

ing which proved to be highly successful. The unification describes a gauge theory 

invariant under gauge transformation SU(2)L ® U(l);for the SU(2)L group this cor-

responds to arbitrary rotations of isospin doublets, while for the U(l) group this 

corresponds to phase transformations. In this model, the weakly interacting par-

ticles as members of iso-doublets, interact with coupling constant g and couple to 
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weak isospin doublets which are representatives of SU(2)L· The electromagnetic 

interactions are included by introducing the U(l) group with coupling constant g' 

which is related to hypercharge. The existence of gauge bosons, the mediators of 

the weak force, is a requirement of local gauge transformation invariance. Due to 

the short range of these interactions the bosons must be very massive; however, 

invariance under SU(2)L ® U(l) gauge transformation only provides for massless 

bosons(Goldstone Bosons)[2]. To address this problem, a scalar field to sponta-

neously break the SU(2)L ® U(l) symmetry is inserted giving the Goldstone Bosons 

mass and leaving the photon massless. Each gauge group contains a particular weak 

force mediator such that 

U(l) -+ B; 
SU(2) -+ w:, w;, w;, 

where B 0 and W 0 mix to give both the Z boson and the photon. This theory 

was deemed a success with the discovery of the W and Z bosons, whose mass values 

were in agreement with the theory, at the CERN proton-antiproton collider. 

The right-handed fermions in this model are singlets(isospin = 0), for example, 

eR, P.R, TR, UR, etc.. Under SU(2)L the left-handed fermions transform as isospin 

doublets(isospin = 1/2), where the leptons and quarks of the itb family are arranged 

as follows: 

where d/ = Ei V ijdj and V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. 

The complete Lagrangian for the electroweak theory consists of four parts 
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The first term describes massless fermions and is the invariant part of SU(2)L ®U(l). 

Here the gauge fields B"' and Wi are associated with the U(l) and SU(2)L groups 

respectively. The charged vector bosons are defined by these gauge fields to be 

and the photons by a linear combination of the w; and B; fields. In addition, there 

is a second linear combination orthogonal to the photon field which describes the 

weak neutral current interaction. By requiring that the photon and weak neutral 

current vector boson be mass eigenstates, these linear combinations are given by 

A"' = w; sin 9w + B; cos 9w 

Z"' = w; cos fJw - B; sin fJw. 

The mixing angle, 9w, which is a free parameter of the model and must be measured 

experimentally, describes the mixing of the SU(2)L and U(l) sectors in the physical 

processes. 

The second term in the Lagrangian, C9 a.uge, describes the self-interactions of these 

gauge fields. The iso-doublet of the Higgs scalar field, which is introduced to break 

the symmetry and to provide the vector bosons with mass, is described by the third 

Since the electric charge is related to the third component of isospin, J3, and to 

the weak hypercharge, Y, the electromagnetic current is of the form 

)·em= J3 + !1-Y 
j.l j.l 2 j.l' 

and the interaction Lagrangian for the physical fields can be given as 

•Y 

C'f:l = -i(gsinfJwJ! + g' cos9w1
; )A"' 

·Y 
c~f = -i(gcosfJwJ!- g' sin9w1; )Z"'. 
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By equating the electromagnetic interaction of Equation 2.2 with that of QED, 

.C'fn~D = -ieUem )"A" the electromagnetic coupling constant, e, and those of the 

weak force, g and g', are related by 

e = gsin8w = g' cos8w. (2.4) 

The neutral current interaction of Equation 2.3 can be further simplified by using 

Equation 2.1 and the relation of Equation 2.4 to be 

.cl:IC = -i g JNC Z" 
mt cos8w " ' 

(2.5) 

where the neutral current is given by 

(2.6) 

The form of Equation 2.5 determines that the neutral current interaction couples 

with strength g /cos 8w while the charged current couples with strength g. Further-

more, the relative strengths of the two couplings can be given in terms of the weak 

vector boson masses and the weak mixing angle by 

_ Mlv 
p- Mjcos2 8w · (2.7) 

By measuring the production rates of these gauge bosons, as well as their kine-

matic properties, the predicted strengths of their couplings can be experimentally 

tested, thus providing a direct test of the Electroweak Theory. A complete de-

scription of the Standard Model would require the larger symmetry group SU(3) ® 

SU(2)L ® U(1) where the SU(3) group includes the gauge theory of strong interac-

tions Quantum Chromodynamics(QCD). 

2.2 z, Production 

In the Standard Model, the lowest order diagram leading to zo boson production 

is a Drell-Yan process, as shown in Figure 2.1 for the electron-positron decay mode. 
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Figure 2.1: qq-+ zo -+ e+e-

To produce photons in the final state, higher order diagrams referred to as QED 

radiative corrections, are needed. These internal bremsstrahlung processes, in the 

next to leading order in a, can be further distinguished as either radiative production 

or radiative decay. In the former case, we have qq annihilation producing a real zo 

boson(on mass-shell), where the photon in the final state has been emitted off a 

quark line. For the latter case, the zo boson is also on mass-shell but decays into 

e+e-"Y where one of the charged leptons has radiated the photon[3]. Both processes 

are shown in Figure 2.2. 

u-channel t-channel radiative decay 

Figure 2.2: Tree level Feynman diagrams of Inner Bremsstrahlung for Z""f. 

The overall cross section for the zo will include all of these Feynman diagrams. 

CDF finds the cross-section times branching ratio, in the electron channel[4], to be: 

u· B(Z-+ e+e-X)= 0.209 ± 0.013(stat) ± 0.017(sys) nb. 

A comparison of these two separate radiative processes is provided in Chapter 4, 
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where the BAUR, WZRAD and PYTHIA Monte Carlo programs are discussed. 

Berends and Kleiss[3] give a detailed description of the QED radiative corrections 

for these processes, with emphasis placed on radiative decay formulae. The correct 

theoretical form for hard bremsstrahlung events is given, which requires a specific 

photon energy of kovs/2 (ko can take a value of 0.1% of the maximum allowed 

photon energy). Below this energy the photons are called soft and above which they 

are referred to as hard. The emisson of soft photons does not affect the kinematical 

process of the zo ~ J+ J- but rather the size of the cross-section. It is the hard 

bremsstrahlung processes that give rise to radiative decays, where the cross-section 

for zo ~ e+ e-"' is given by 

du 1 1 1" z 2 
dp0 dE d!ldc/> = 16S {27r)5 4 ~ IMl I + 'Y 'Y qsn• 

and where the sum is of the form 

~ ~.1Mfl2 - l;r;;l2 {[(V,2 + A~)(~2 +A!)- 4V,A,VqAq] 

x[(PJ.· P+)2 + (P2. P-)2- 2m2(PI. P+)2- 2m2(P2. P-)2] 
(P+ · k)(p_ · k) S(p_ · k)2 S(p+ · k)2 

+[(\t? + A~)(~2 +A!)+ 4V,A,VqA9] 

x [(PI · P- )2 + (P2 · P+ )2 _ 2m2(PI · P- )2 _ 2m2(P2 · P+ )2]} 
(P+ · k)(p_ · k) S(p+ · k)2 S(p- · k)2 

with 

the couplings in the Standard Model are: 

V, = -g(1 - 4 sin2 8w ), Az = -g for leptons 

Vq = g(1- ~ sin2 8w ), A9 = g for u and c quarks 

Vq = -g{1 - ~ sin2 8w ), A9 = -g for d and s quarks 

g = e/2sin 28w, 

m is the charged lepton mass and p+(po_) is the energy of the positive{negative) 

lepton. 
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For Standard Model Z"Y production the angles at which the initial a.nd final-state 

photons are produced, with respect to the beam a.nd decay lepton directions respec-

tively, tend to be sharply peaked. The increase in integrated luminosity proposed 

for the next collider run will make possible a more detailed probe of Z"Y production. 

Furthermore, previously untested areas of electroweak interactions such as the self-

interactions of the weak vector bosons themselves as shown in Figure 2.3, will be 

attainable. 

z z* 
---~-- ----~----~ 

' .. z 
' ' 

Figure 2.3: Tree level Feynman diagrams of Z-boson self-interactions. 

2.3 z, and Non-SM Theory 

In the scope of the SM at tree level, the self-interactions of the vector bosons 

are completely fixed by the SU(2)L ® U(l) gauge group structure. The pp --+ Z"'( 

reaction is usually studied using a restricted set of anomalous couplings[5, 6]. Also, 

since the zo is its own anti-particle, any static electromagnetic multipole moments 

such as charge, magnetic dipole and/or electric quadrupole moments are not allowed 

at tree level[7). Thus the SM predicts no ZZ"'( or Z"Y"Y anomalous couplings at tree 

level. 

Assuming SM couplings for the Z boson to quarks a.nd leptons, a.nd by using the 

most general form of the self-interaction vertex, Z"'(V, (V = "Y Z) accessible in the qq 
--+ Z"'( process(where the quarks are effectively massless), four different a.nomalous 

couplings are allowed by electromagnetic gauge invariance a.nd Lorentz invaria.nce[S]. 
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The most general anomalous ZZ"'/ vertex function is given by 

[ hf ( q:g•P - q: 9"") + ~ p• ( P · q,gi'IJ - q: P") + ~ t""P' 92, + ~ P" <"""' P,q..] 
where Mz is the Z boson mass, P and q1 are the incoming and outgoing Z boson four-

momenta (Lorentz indices p and a respectively), and q2 is the four-momentum of 

the outgoing (on-shell) photon (Lorentz index {3). By replacing (P~tf) by (~) 
and the parameters hf by h7, ( i = 1. . .4) in the ZZ"'/ vertex function above, the most 

general Z"'/"Y vertex function can be obtained: 

[hi ( q: gol3 - q2 9~13) + :;} po (P . q2g~l3 - q: pl3) + h~ f~ol3p q2p + .:;} po £~13 ~ P,q~ l· 
The overall ZZ"'/ and Z"Y"Y coupling strengths gzz.., and gz..,.., are chosen to be 

e, where e is the proton charge. The overall factor of P 2 - q~ in the Z~ vertex 

function is a consequence of Bose symmetry, whereas the factor of P 2 in the ~"Y 

vertex function is a consequence of electromagnetic gauge inva.riance(note that the 

Z"'/"Y vertex function vanishes identically if both photons are on-she11(9]). 

The form factors hf and h7 are dimensionless functions of q~, q~ and P 2 , whose 

values at low energies are constrained by S-matrix unitarity, and which are of the 

generalized dipole form(7]: 

If only one of the anomalous couplings is non-zero at a time, assuming Az > mz, 

then the form factors are limited by 
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lh:ol, lh:OI (in)n 2.1 · 10-3 TeV5 
(2.8) < ( Jn _ 1 )n-5/2 Ai 

lhiol, lh~l (~n)n 0.151 TeV3 

< (in - 1 )n-3/2 A~ 

lh~ol, lh~ol 
(~n)n 2.5 · 10-3 TeV5 

(2.9) < (Jn _ l)n-5/2 Ai 
A more practical case however would involve contributions from several of the 

anomalous couplings simultaneously, where cancellations may occur and the bounds 

prove weaker than those outlined in Equations 2.8 and 2.9. Let's assume that n = 3 

for hr,3 and n = 4 for hr,4 • Not only will this demand that the terms proportional 

to hr0•40 have the same high energy behavior as those proportional to hr0,30, but it 

will also guarantee that unitarity is not violated. At energies ../i >> Az >> Mz, 

where multiple weak boson or resonance phenomena are expected to dominate, Z"Y 

production can be suppressed if the exponents for hr,3 and hr,4 are sufficiently higher 

than their minimum values of n = 3/2 and n = 5/2 respectively. The high energy 

anomalous contributions for the Z"Y helicity amplitudes grow like (../i/Mz)3 for hr.3 

and (0/Mz)5 for hr,4 , and are a direct consequence of unitarity being satisfied. 

The momentum dependent form factors for non-standard ZZ"Y and Z"'("'( couplings 

must vanish at large momentum transfer to ensure that S-matrix unitarity is not 

violated[10]. Az, which characterizes the energy above which the form factors begin 

to decrease, is responsible for the sensitivity limits of the anomalous couplings which 

are extracted from the experimental data. 

Az is expected to be "' 100- 300 GeV in composite models of Z and is generally 

assumed to be connected to some novel interactions operative at energies~ Az. For 

pp interactions at 1.8 TeV, the dependence of the sensitivity limits on the scale Az 

is rather strong for the ZZ"'( and Z"Y"Y couplings hf and h7 respectively, as shown in 

Chapter 7. 

While all couplings are C-odd, only the hro and h~ (V = Z, "Y) parameters 

violate C'P (i.e. violate T). As mentioned before, all the hr couplings vanish in 
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the Standard Model for tree-level diagrams; however, at the one-loop level, only the 

C'P-conserving couplings hr and hr are non-zero. Furthermore, the higher-order 

SM contributions to Z; are also expected to be quite small, h~ ""' 2 x 10-4 [11]. 

In addition, if the Z boson was a composite particle large anomalous contributions 

to the h~ and h~0 parameters would be possible, in analogy with the anomalous 

contributions to the magnetic dipole moments of the proton and neutron, where 

"" = +1.79 and ltn = -1.91 due to the quark substructure of the nucleon. 

The electric dipole and magnetic quadrupole transition moments for the ZZ; 

or Z;; processes correspond to combinations of h~ and h~, whereas the magnetic 

dipole and electric quadrupole transition moments correspond to the hf0 and hro 
combinations. The C'P-conserving electric dipole (E1) and magnetic quadrupole 

(M2) and the C'P-violating magnetic dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) 

Z* Z; transition moments a.re given by 

£1 - 2e 1c Jc2 ( hz hz) ifi Mz 72 30 - 40 + O(k4
) terms (2.10) 

M2 - ~PJT (2h~) + 0( k3 ) terms (2.11) 

M1 - 2e k Jc2 ( hz hz) MI Mz 72 10 - 20 + O(k4 ) terms (2.12) 

E2 - 2e k2.JI (2hz) iii 6 10 + 0( k3 ) terms (2.13) 

for the case of an off-shell Z* with mass 0 radiating to an on-shell Z and a; with 

energy k(k << Mz)[12, 13]. 

Since the Z is a neutral spin-1 Majorana particle the non-relativistic Z* Z; transi-

tion multipoles will have high powers of k. Their expessions in the static limit(k-+ 0) 

are defined conventionally as[14] 

£1 - -2k dzT £2 = _1 k2 Qe v'3 ZT (2.14) 

M1 - -2k /JZT M2 = ~ k2 
Q'ZT· (2.15) 

Therefore, on equating the above equations, the C'P-conserving electric dipole 

and magnetic quadrupole moments dzT and Q'ZT' and the C'P-violating magnetic 
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dipole and electric quadrupole moments p.zT and QZ.T' to leading order in k, are 

given by[13] 

dzT - e 1 k2 ( z z) 
- Mz J2 Mj h30- h40 (2.16) 

QzT - e Vlo z Mj 10 (2h30) (2.17) 

P.ZT - e 1 P ( z z) 
- Mz v'2 Mj hlO- h2o (2.18) 

QzT - ; 1 Vlo (2hf0 ). (2.19) 

Note: For Z'Y'Y anomalous couplings, the 'Y* Z"( transition moments are not phys-

ically well defined in the static limit (k ~ 0) since the 'Y* is very far off-shell[13]. 

While the inclusive Z cross-section x branching ratio was measured to be "' 

0.2 nb[4], the SM Z'Y cross section x branching ratio is predicted to be roughly 

"' 5 pb for events passing the Pi > 5.0 GeV and ~Rt-..., > 0.7 cuts. For non-SM 

values of the hr parameters, the Z'Y cross section varies quadratically. Furthermore, 

the minimum of the Z'Y cross section does not occur at the SM values of the hr 
parameters due to the interference effects and the different 8-dependencies of the 

various terms in the overall invariant amplitude M. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Apparatus 

The FermiN ational Accelerator Laboratory(FN AL) contains a proton-antiproton 

collider which produces center of mass energies of 1.8 TeV. Using this powerful tool, 

the exploration of many aspects of the Standard Model can therefore be achieved as 

well as probing for new phenomena. There are two main ingredients involved in this 

exploration: the accelerator itself and the CDF detector, the former producing the 

proton-antiproton collisions and the latter analyzing the final state particles pro-

duced in the collision. This chapter contains a brief description of both components 

with emphasis on the detector elements used in this analysis. 

3.1 The Accelerator 

The colliding of protons and antiprotons at the Fermi National Accelerator 

Laboratory is a multi-step process. First a beam of 750 KeV H- ions is created 

by a Cockroft-Walton generator and injected into a linear accelerator, where the 

energy of the ions is increased to approximately 500 MeV. The H- ions are stripped 

of their two electrons just before injection into a circular booster ring where the 

bare protons are boosted to 8 Ge V. The protons are then injected into the Main 

Ring. This synchrotron(2 km in diameter) also houses the ring of superconducting 

magnets used to accelerate the particles to 900 Ge V and is called the Tevatron. 

Once the protons reach 120 Ge V, some are extracted to create antiprotons while 

the rest are accelerated to even higher energies of 150 GeV and injected into the 

900 GeV Tevatron. Figure 3.1 is an overhead view of the entire accelerator system. 
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Figure 3.1: Overhead view of the Fermilab accelerator. The fixed target beam lines 
are shown as well as the position of the BO intersection where the CDF detector is 
located. 

In pre-Tevatron days, the Main Ring was used to produce beams of 400 Ge V protons 

for the fixed-target experiments. 

As alluded to above, the production of antiprotons is accomplished by smashing 

the 120 GeV extracted protons into a tungsten target. These antiprotons initially 

have large momentum spreads( on the order of 8- 13 GeV /c). Those p 's of about 

9 GeV /c, or a momentum spread of about 3%, are injected into the Debuncher 

by using a "strong focusing magnet" called a lithium lens. To obtain an almost 

monoenergetic beam of antiprotons, both bunch rotation and stochastic cooling are 

used to reduce the energy spread and the transverse motion of the beam respectively 

[15]. Bunch rotation is a technique which uses radio frequencies to increase the 

time spread of the p pulse which in turn reduces the energy spread. Stochastic 

cooling senses the beam position by using a probe which translates a signal to kicker 

electrodes and results in beam corrections. Every two seconds the antiprotons are 
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directed into the Accumulator which continues stochastic cooling and doubles as 

a storage container for the particles. The antiprotons stored in the Accumulator 

become compact and have energy distributions which are very narrow. Once a large 

number of antiprotons are generated, six bunches are then extracted and injected 

into the Main Ring. As was the case for the protons, the antiprotons are then 

accelerated to 150 GeV and directed into the Tevatron. 

Once in the Tevatron, the pp beams are manipulated by requiring their respective 

radio-frequencies to be out of phase. This method is called cogging and is imple-

mented to ensure the intersection of the beams at difFerent points around the ring. 

Since the p and p travel in opposite directions, the method requires two independent 

accelerating systems. 

The Luminosity, or rate at which the protons and antiprotons collide, is defined 

to be: 
C = N'PN'iiC 

- 411'cr2 

where N'P and N'ii are the total number of protons and antiprotons per bunch re-

spectively. C is the bunch crossing rate, and cr is the rms width of the beam profile. 

Both beams are assumed to have the same rms width and to overlap completely. 

A luminosity of 2 x 1030 cm-2s-1 would require a crossing rate of approximately 

88KHz. 

The rms width is defined to be: 

2 _ f{J(s) 
C7' =~ 

where {J(s), the Beta function of the accelerator, describes the transverse envelope 

of the beam. It is a function of the beam position in the ring and is determined 

by focusing magnets. The emittance, f, is a measure of the tra.nsverse phase space 

occupied by the beam. This quantity is independent of the beam position and 

increases with time. 

The Luminosity is increased by decreasing the rms width. This is accomplished 
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by using the superconducting quadrupole magnets, which focus the beam and reduce 

the {3( s) at the collision point. Since the emittance, t:, grows with time and some of 

the protons and antiprotons are lost in the collisions, the Luminosity falls exponen-

tially; approximate beam lifetimes are on the order of 12 hours. For the 1988 - 1989 

run, the peak luminosity ranged from 3 x 1029 cm-2s-1 to 2 x 1030 cm-2s-1 • 

At 1.8 TeV the total inelastic cross-section for pp collisions is approximately 

77mb. (1 mb = w-24 cm2). However, a large fraction of final state particles go 

undetected because they scatter at small angles and traverse down the beampipe. 

Scintillation counters which surround the beam pipe can only detect final state par-

ticles at angles of 1.25° or greater. So the inelastic cross-section for pp interactions, 

where at least the final state particles are > 1.25°, is 44 mb. 

The total number of collisions produced is defined as the integrated luminosity. 

Figure 3.2 shows the integrated luminosity delivered by the accelerator for the 1988 

- 1989 run and the integrated luminosity collected by the CDF detector. The overall 

efficiency for data collection was approximately 50% for this run. 

3.2 The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) 

The CDF multi-purpose detector was constructed to analyze the physics pro-

cesses of pp interactions at center-of-mass energies of 1.8 TeV. Charged particle 

tracking and fine-grained calorimetry are examples of detector designs used in event 

analysis. 

A right handed coordinate system is used in which the positive z-axis is parallel 

to the direction of the proton beam with a vertical y-axis and an x-axis pointing 

radially outward. ¢ is defined as the azimuthal angle, while the polar angle 6 is 

measured from the proton beam and the pseudorapidity, '7 = -In tan(B/2), is an 

approximately Lorentz invariant distribution variable of the polar angle appropriate 

for longitudinal phase space. 
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A cut-away view of the CDF detector is shown in Figure 3.3. A detailed descrip-

tion of all components is provided in Ref.[16]. A summary of the components used 

in this analysis follows. 

3.2.1 '!racking Detectors 

The Vertex Time Projection Chamber{VTPC) located closest to the beampipe 

determines charged particle trajectories in the r-z plane. It contains 8 chambers 

which measure 3.5 meters along the beam direction, centered at z= 0 and extending 

radially from 7 em to 21 em. Each chamber is comprised of two drift volumes sepa-

rated by a high voltage electrode and extending 15.25 em in the z direction. Located 

at the end of each drift volume are octagonal proportional chambers which are di-

vided into octants of 24 sense wires and 24 cathode pads. To eliminate problems at 

octant boundaries and to obtain good azimuthal information, adjacent octants are 

rotated relative to each other by 11.3°. By extrapolating from r-z back to the beam 

axis the position of the track can be determined with a resolution of 1 mm[17]. 

The Central Tracking Chamber{CTC)[18] is an axial wire chamber encased in 

a superconducting solenoid magnet of central field 1.4116 Tesla. The CTC consists 

of 84 layers of wires grouped into 9 superlayers. Five of these superlayers contain 

twelve sense wire planes, positioned parallel to the beam and magnetic field, for 

determination of track curvature and particle momentum. The other 4 are comprised 

of small stereo wires where each layer has 6 sense wires. These sense wires are all 

positioned at stereo angles of ±3° and measure the angle of tracks with respect to 

the beam axis. 

The electric field of the CTC, which is oriented 45° to the radial direction is 

designed to insure that the drift velocity remains fixed. Electrons drift at an angle 

relative to the direction of theE field so the cells in ea.ch chamber are tilted with 

respect to the magnetic field to maintain an azimuthal drift direction {see Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.2: The Integrated Luminosity delivered by the Accelerator and recorded 
by the CDF detector. 

Figure 3.3: Cross section through a vertical plane of one half of the CDF detector. 
The detector is symmetric about the midplane and roughly symmetric around the 
beam axis. 
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Figure 3.4: R - </> view of the CTC. There are 9 superla.yers a.nd ea.ch of the R - 4> 
cells a.re tilted by 45°. 
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The momentum resolution of the CTC alone for isolated tracks is approximately 

up,= 0.002 x Pt2 • However, by including the VTPC which gives a well defined vertex 

position, the effective tracking radius is extended from 100 to 130 em. This reduces 

the overall momentum resolution to about up, = 0.0011 x Pt2 • 

3.2.2 Calorimeter Detectors 

CDF calorimetry coverage is complete in azimuth and extends to about 2° of the 

proton-antiproton beams in polar angle. Projective towers of polar angle segmen-

tation in pseudorapidity, f/ are used and point towards the interaction point. The 

calorimeters are grouped into regions; the Central (lfll < 1.1) with towers 15° wide 

in 4> and 0.1 in fl, the Plug (1.1 < lfll < 2.4) and the Forward (2.4 < lfll < 4.2) with 

towers 5° in 4> and 0.1 in f/· While lead and steel are the interactive medium for the 

electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters respectively, the collection or sampling 

media are regionally dependent. In the Central calorimeter scintillator is the sam-

pling medium, while for the Plug and Forward regions gas proportional chambers, 

with segmented cathode pad readout, are the sampling media. 

The identity of an electron, for example, is determined by the amount of energy 

that an incident track deposits in the electromagnetic portion of the calorimeter. 

Photons on the other hand deposit this energy without the presence of an incident 

track. 

Central Calorimeters 

The Central Electroniagnetic(CEM)[19] and Central Hadronic (CHA)[20] Calorime-

ters are comprised of 48 wedges each 15° in phi and positioned around the Central 

Tracking Chamber( CTC) for complete azimuthal coverage. The CEM consists of 31 

layers of 5 mm thick polystyrene scintillator interspersed with 30 layers of l inch 

thick aluminum-clad lead sheets. As the polar angle changes, an average thickness 

of 18 radiation lengths is maintained by replacing some of the lead with acrylic and 
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by painting black the scintillator behind this acrylic. The scintillator light is col-

lected by wavelength shifters located on either side of the wedge and is transmitted 

to acrylic light guides attached to photomultiplier tubes. There are two photomulti-

plier tubes per wedge positioned in the rear of the wedge at the extremes. Figure 3.5 

is a cutaway view of a single wedge which contains 10 towers (from 0 at fJ = 90°, to 

9). 
y 

Figure 3.5: Cutaway view of a calorimeter wedge showing the central electromagnetic 
calorimeter, the light transmission system and the central strip chamber position. 

A 50 Ge V electron test beam was used initially to calibrate each of the CEM tow- · 

ers. This calibration is maintained to about 1% for a few years by cross calibrating 

with Cs137 source signals[21). Individual tower response from testbeam data fluctu-

ates some 6% over its face because of shower leakage at the edges and variations in 
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light collection[22]. The measured energy resolution for the CEM is: 

where the constant term is the average uncertainty in individual tower calibration. 

Included in the CEM at shower maximum, or approximately 6 radiation lengths, 

is a gas proportional chamber( CES) which measures the position and shape of the 

electromagnetic shower. Sixty-four wires positioned parallel to the beam gather 

information in ¢, while 128 strips perpendicular to the wires give z information. 

Position resolutions in both the strip and wire views for 50 GeV testbeam electrons 

are on the order of 2 mm. By measuring the charge deposition on the orthogonal 

strips and wires single photons are separated from multiple photon background. In 

addition, the Central Electromagnetic Strip Chambers(CES) provide more precise 

measurements of the z and ¢ positions of the electromagnetic cluster. Figure 3.6 

shows the orientation of the cathode strips and anode wires. The CES determines( at 

shower maximum) the position and transverse development of an electromagnetic 

shower by measuring the charge deposition on the strips and wires[16]. 

The CHA measures hadronic energy and consists of 32 layers of 1.0 em scintillator 

sandwiched with 2.5 em of steel. Each wedge is comprised of 8 towers in '7 and in all 

towers a thickness of approximately 4 absorption lengths is maintained. As in the 

CEM light is collected by wavelength shifters and transmitted to acrylic light guides. 

Testbeam pions are used to initially calibrate the towers and this calibration is also 

maintained by Cs137 sources. Typical resolutions for 50 GeV pions is (i),..... 11%. 

Plug Calorimeters 

The Plug Electromagnetic(PEM)[23] and Plug Hadronic (PHA)[24] calorimeters 

are gas proportional chambers whose coverage in polar angle extends 10°- 30° and 

150° - 170° (1.1 < 1'71 < 2.4). When particles shower in the calorimeter the gas 

is ionized and electrons move towards the anode wire, leaving behind positive ions 
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Figure 3.6: Orientation of the CES strip and wire chambers. 

which induce charge on cathode pads. Since the gain is a function of the density 

and composition of the gas, a small system of proportional tubes and Fe55 sources is 

used to monitor the gas. If the particle's energy from the Fe55 source is known and 

deposited in the tube the gas-gain is determined by measuring the charge collected 

by the anode wire. The response as a function of gas-gain is measured using test beam 

calibrations and data are adjusted on-line for gas-gain on a run to run basis before 

being written to tape. 

The PEM is comprised of 34 layers of proportional tubes divided into four quad-

rants with 2. 7 mm lead absorber panels between each layer. Figure 3. 7 shows the 

stacking of a single quadrant. 

The proportional tubes are made of resistive plastic strung with gold plated 

tungsten wire. The cathode pads form projective towers containing 3 radial depth 

segments of 5, 24 and 5 layers respectively. These segments are used for collecting 

information on longitudinal shower development. The anode signals for each layer in 

the quadrant also provide additional longitudinal information. Similar to the CEM, 

near shower maximum, there are 10 layers of finely segmented cathode strips in '7 

and 4> as well as cathode pads. The coverage extends from 1.2 < 1'71 < 1.9 and 
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Figure 3.7: Exploded view of a layer of the proportional tube array, PC board with 
pad patterns and PC hoard for the ground plane. 

provides better position and shape resolution. The resolution of the PEM obtained 

by an electron test beam is ( i) ,.., (" ). 
The PHA is divided into twelve 30° sta.cks and contains 24 layers of proportional 

tubes separated by 5 em of steel. Cathode pads form projective towers and the 

anode signals are read out for ea.ch layer in the sta.ck. The resolution obtained by a 

pion testbeam is (j)"' (jl). 

Forward Calorimeters 

The Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter(FEM)(25) is divided into quadrants 

and covers the region from 2° to 10°(2.4 < 'I < 4.2). The quadrants consist of 4.5 ~ 

lead sheets sandwiched between 30 layers of proportional tubes. Projective towers 

with 2 depth segments are formed by cathode pads which are gathered in groups 

of 15 layers. Each anode plane is observed separately where the 90° anode plane 

has been divided into 5 regions. The energy response is calculated using electron 
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testbeam data. and is linear up to 100 GeV. The resolution is measured to be 

(j 25% 
E = ..fE + 0.5%. 

The Forward Hadronic Calorimeter(FHA)[26] is composed of 27 layers of propor-

tional tubes with 5 em steel plates interspersed and is also divided into quadrants. 

The anode planes for 6 different regions as well as the projective towers of the cath-

ode pads are read out. Since the low-f:J quadrupoles of the accelerator cover part of 

the FHA, the small angle coverage is diminished to a full azimuth of only 1'11 < 3.6. 

The energy resolution for the FHA is approximately given by 

(j 140% 
E=VE. 

Before the system writes any forward ca.lorimeter data to tape, variations in gas gain 

are corrected. 

3.2.3 Triggers 

The trigger system for CDF is a four stage design[27). The initial trigger, Level 

0, is both a. minimum bias trigger and a luminosity monitor and is also referred 

to as the Beam-Beam Counter(BBC). The two planes of scintillation counters are 

located :::::: ±5.8 meters from the nominal interaction point and directly in front of 

the forward/backward ca.lorimeters. Events are selected from the inelastic collisions 

by requiring that at least 1 of the 16 time of flight counters, located on either side 

of the interaction point, be hit. This must occur within a 15 ns window centered on 

the beam crossing. The decision to process the event is made available within 100 

ns of the collision and if valid will inhibit data gathering until the next trigger level 

decision. 

The Levell trigger makes use of fast analog signa.ls[27). These signals are formed 

into trigger towers of A71 = 0.2 and A¢ = 15° and weighted by sin 8 for a crude 

estimate of transverse energy. Large energy deposits in the trigger towers are de-

termined by analog comparators and summers( counters) which ca.lculate the total 
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scaler transverse energy in the event. For W and Z selection, there must be at least 

6 Ge V found in a single trigger tower. The processing decision is made within 3.5~-&s 

which is the time between beam crossings. If the event is valid, data taking will 

remain inhibited until the next trigger level decision, otherwise the electronics is 

reset in time for the next beam crossing after the initial Level 0 trigger. 

The Level 2 trigger digitizes the fast analog signals of Level 1 and utilizes data 

from the Central Fast Tracker(CFT)[28]. This fast hardware track processor uses 

fast timing information from the CTC to detect high transverse momentum tracks. 

The digitized calorimeter information is used to form energy clusters and the energy, 

position, width and track data are passed to programmable processors. Here simple 

algorithms identify physics signals: 1) the transverse energy of the cluster must 

be greater than 12 GeV; 2) the transverse momentum of the CFT track must be 

greater than 6 GeV fc and point at the cluster; and 3) the hadronic to electromagnetic 

ratio must be less than 12.5%. Level 2 requires 10~-&s for its decision and will reset 

the frontend electronics if no Level 2 trigger is satisfied. If this trigger is satisfied 

however, the entire event is digitized, formatted and then sent to Level 3 for further 

processing. 

The Level 3 trigger system is comprised of 60 Motorola 68020 processors and is 

completely software based[29]. All data in the event are accessed and streamlined 

versions of the CDF offiine reconstruction code are implemented. The electron 

clusters and associated tracks of Level 2 are required to be reconstructed with at 

least 12 GeV and 6 GeV /c respectively by the Level3 filter. Events which pass these 

algorithms are written to tape. 

The final event sample for Z -+ e+e-,. events is obtained via the inclusive Z 

data set, which uses the central electron trigger. That is, a central electromagnetic 

cluster with Et > 12 GeV, matched to a track with Pt > 9 GeV fc. The details of 

obtaining this set are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Methods of Analysis 

This chapter describes the various steps needed to obtain a. proper data. sample 

for this analysis and the use of event generators for comparison. Section 4.1 begins 

by explaining event reconstruction fot electrons from ra.w data.. The event selection 

routines are described in section 4.2 followed by Monte Carlo simulation techniques 

in section 4.3. 

4.1 Event Reconstruction and Selection 

The process of event reconstruction begins with ra.w ADC and TDC data., which 

are quickly analyzed using on-line triggers before some are selected for further pro-

cessing. Once written to tape the events will be tested further with physics de-

pendent requirements. The end result is a. sample set of zo events which are then 

searched for extra. isolated hard photons. 

4.1.1 Energy Reconstruction 

Reconstruction of electrons from the ADC ca.lorimeter data. requires that certain 

energy corrections be made to the ra.w data. due to problems with amplifier gain, gas 

gain and huge pedestal offsets. These corrections are applied by the Data. Aquisition 

System(DAQ) before the events are written to tape. The original ADC data. are 

converted to energy by multiplying by a. detector dependent conversion factor which 

has been determined from test beam studies. An 'I-t/> array of the ca.lorimeter tower 

energies is created as well as a. list of the anode plane energies. 
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In the gas calorimeters, some of the anode wires will not record any energy 

deposition because of broken wires[30]. This reduces the amount of signal seen 

in the grouped cathode pad towers and so the energy of the tower is corrected 

to compensate. Pedestal shifts which are fairly small are corrected for in offiine 

analysis. Unfortunately the CDF calorimeter tower array does contain noise for 

various reasons: 

• Anomalously large signals in single phototubes in the central calorimeter. This 

is due either to high voltage breakdown in the phototube itself or it is caused 

from Cerenkov light of particles which shower in the light guides. By requiring 

that both phototubes in each tower register some energy, this problem ca.n be 

alleviated. 

• Hadronic showers of low energy neutrons, which penetrate the calorimeters, 

interact with the Hydrogen gas giving rise to bare protons. The ionization 

which fills these proportional tubes appears as a large energy deposit in a few 

cathode pads for ~ single layer of the calorimeter. An algorithm is used to 

search for and weed out highly localized energy deposits. 

• Localized high voltage leakage in the ends of the PEM tubes produces large sig-

nals in a single anode layer for a small number of cathode pads. The algorithm 

mentioned above is also used to remove these energy spikes. 

4.1.2 Electron Identification 

As mentioned briefly in Chapter 3, the final data sample is obtained by matching 

a central electromagnetic cluster of Et > 12 GeV to a track of P, > 9 GeV fc. This 

is the clustering algorithm invoked for electron identification. 
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Clustering 

The process begins by searching the '7- t/> calorimeter tower array for seed towers 

with Ern > 3 Ge V. The adjacent towers in the array are associated with the seed 

tower if they contain an Ern > 0.1 GeV. These tower energies are then added to 

the seed tower to form the cluster energy. The clustering algorithm will continue its 

search for the next seed tower until one of two conditions is met; (1) if an adjacent 

tower is found containing less than the threshold energy or (2) if the predetermined 

size of the cluster, which is regionally dependent, has been reached. 

The cluster size depends on the calorimeter. For the central calorimeter the '7- t/> 

array is a 3 x 1(0.3 in eta by 0.26 in phi), for the plug calorimeter it is a 5 x 5 and 

for the forward calorimeter it is a 7 x 7. 

The electromagnetic clusters formed are required to contain an energy of Er > 
5 GeV to be retained. Furthermore, while the hadronic energy in the cluster, E~d 

is summed separately from the electromagnetic, the ratio of E~d / Er must be less 

than 0.125. 

Once all clusters have been formed the reconstructed tracks are looped over 

and extrapolated back to the calorimeters. If a track lies within the electromagnetic 

cluster region, then the one associated with the highest P t is taken to be the electron 

track. 

Energy Corrections 

All calorimeter energies are compared to an absolute momentum scale as de-

termined by the CTC. A few corrections must be applied to these energies to com-

pensate for the variations in each calorimeter type and for relative tower response. 

Timing offsets, drift velocities and beam position on a run to run basis are used to 

calibrate the CTC. The beam's center position is determined within 5pm for a 50pm 

beam size in the r-t/> plane. 
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The drift velocities and TDC offsets are calibrated using charged particle tracks 

from minimum bias events. The TDC pedestal offset, t 0 , for each channel is obtained 

by requiring tracks be continuous when crossing the plane of sense wires in a single 

r- t/J cell. By demanding continuous tracks crossing the boundary between two r- t/J 

cells, the drift velocity is determined. Knowing the wire positions, the to offset and 

the drift velocity one can convert the TDC track data into r- tP positions. The to 

and drift velocity data are analyzed online for each run and written to database files 

which are later used in offiine track reconstruction. 

Azimuthal alignment errors in the CTC wires were studied using 17000 inclusive 

electrons. By equalizing the mean E/P distribution for positrons and electrons in this 

sample, azimuthal offsets for each of the 84 wire layers were obtained. This alignment 

was checked using cosmic rays in the following way. To the track reconstruction 

algorithm, cosmic rays which traverse the CTC and pass near the beam axis will 

appear as two oppositely charged tracks which originate from the same vertex. H 

they are aligned correctly then these two reconstructed tracks will have the same 

curvature and reconst~cted vertex position. 

The CTC momentum scale is known using a J /11! sample with an absolute mag-

netic field uncertainty of ±0.05%. The dominant contribution to this uncertainty 

stems from the fact that the solenoid was operated at a current of 4650A but mapped 

at a current of 5000A[31]. A sample of J/11!-+ p.+p.- events was used to check the 

results of the momentum scaling and measurement of the J /11! mass agreed with the 

published values within its 0.03% statistical uncertainty[32]. 

In the central region there were three energy corrections applied to CEM data. 

• Electron tower response varies and from testbeam data this variation is found 

to be ....,6% across the tower face. The strip position is recorded and then a 

position dependent correction is applied. 

• Tower-to-Tower response varies and is found to be an ....,3% variation. The 
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E/P distribution of 17000 inclusive electrons is used to get an average of the 

relative tower response. 

• An overall correction factor of 1.0194 ± 0.0024% is determined by comparing 

the E/P distribution of a sample of 1800 W -+ e11 events with that obtained 

using a radiative Monte Carlo generator. This process enables the CEM energy 

scale and the absolute momentum scale of the CTC to be matched[33, 34]. 

In the plug calorimeter three energy corrections must be applied. 

• Calorimeter tower-to-tower variations of ....,6% are found using electron test-

beam data. Each quadrant is measured and a correction factor is applied. 

• Calorimeter response is non-linear for high energy electrons. This nonlinearity 

is measured in the testbeam to be ....,7% at 200 GeV. 

• Quadrant-to-quadrant variations measured from zo events where one lepton is 

confined to the CEM. Correction factors are determined by constraining the 

average Z mass found in each quadrant to the average mass from a quadrant 

whose response is well measured from the test beam. 

In the forward calorimeter two energy corrections are needed. 

• Calorimeter response is non-linear for high energy electrons. The nonlinearity 

is measured in the test beam up to 200 Ge V. Unlike the plug calorimeter though 

there can be longitudinal boosts and the electron energies from zo decay can 

be as high as 400 GeV. Testbeam results are then extrapolated by measuring 

the average Z mass as a function of FEM electron energy, where one lepton 

must be in the CEM. By constraining the CEM-FEM masses to the CEM-

CEM zo mass the energy nonlinearity is determined. This correction increases 

the cluster energy by as much as 10% for 200 GeV electrons. 
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• Quadrant-to-quadrant variations are measured using the energy spectrum neu-

tron induced energy spikes. These da.ta. are in good agreement with the quad-

rant to quadrant variations seen in the zo da.ta.. 

For transverse momenta. typica.l of W & Z decays, the CTC track fitting code 

reproduces track curvatures to better than 0.1 %, thus a. conservative estimate of the 

momentum scale is set to 0.2% for high momentum tracks. 

Electron Quality Parameters 

The separation of true electrons from jets and other backgrounds requires tha.t 

specific parameters be checked. For all ca.lorimeters then both the ratio of Ef"4 / 

E:rn and an isolation quantity, I, are defined. The isolation of the electron is defined 

to be: I = Er;:;.~fm, where Ef"'e is defined to be the total transverse energy in a. 
t 

cone of radius R = (~712 + ~¢2)112 < 0.4 centered on the electromagnetic cluster. 

The production of low energy charged particles along with some jets fragmenting 

into very energetic 7r0 's, makes it difficult to distinguish whether or not the electro-

magnetic track associated with the cluster comes from a. single electron. The decay 

of the 7r0 into two photons which deposit their energy in the EM ca.lorimeter ma.y 

be matched with a. track left by the low energy charged particles. Similar problems 

arise with the low energy spray of particles or underlying event which is a. direct 

result of the pp collisions. Backgrounds of this type can be removed to a. certain 

exent by invoking the HAD /EM and Isolation quality parameters mentioned above. 

In addition to these two overall qua.ility parameters, ea.ch specific ca.lorimeter has 

other quantities which it uses to insure the selection of good electrons. These quan-

tities a.re defined using the shower shapes a.s determined in an electron testbea.m[35]. 

• CEM: In this calorimeter there a.re 4 additional parameters. 

1. E/P: Ratio of the cluster energy to the matched CTC track momentum. 
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2. LSHR: Measure of the lateral shower distribution of energy in the cluster. 

The z-position of the electron shower as measured using the strips in 

conjunction with other testbeam parameters is used to predict the energy 

distribution among the towers of the cluster. The measured distribution 

is then compared with this prediction. The quantity LSHR is defined by 

where E~c(i is the measured energy in the tower adjacent to the seed, Ef"ob 

is the expected energy in that tower based on the strip information, E 

is the cluster energy and AEf"ob is the uncertainty on Ef"ob with a 1 em 

uncertainty in the strip measurement. 

3. X~trip; Measure of the shower shape in the strip chambers. The energy 

distribution of the cathode strips is compared with the parameters derived 

from the electron testbeam. 

4. Ax,Az: Difference in x and in z, in centimeters between the strip cluster 

and the extrapolated CTC track. 

• PEM: There are two additional electron selection parameters in this calorime-

ter. 

1. X~x3 : Measurement of transverse shape of the calorimeter cluster. The 

energy distribution of the towers in the 3 x 3 region centered on the seed 

tower is compared to electron testbeam parameters. 

2. VTPC occupancy: A "road" which begins at the collision point and points 

at a calorimeter cluster is defined(with a loose track requirement). The 

occupancy is defined to be the number of VTPC hits detected in this road 

divided by the number of VTPC wires crossed by this road. H the road 

is too near an internal VTPC structure( edge) the occupancy is set to 1.0 

by default. 
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• FEM: There is a single quality parameter invoked for electron selection in this 

calorimeter. 

1. EEJront : Ratio of the cluster energy deposited in the front half of the FEM . ., .. , 
to the total energy deposited. Real electrons will deposit most of their 

energy in the 1st half of the forward calorimeter. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the distributions of various electron quality parameters 

in the zo data sample. For each of the parameters, the electrons are required to pass 

all quality cuts except for the one being plotted. 

4.2 Event selection 

The standard procedure for the processing of events begins with what is referred 

to as production code. The ADC calorimeter data is converted into energies using 

full track reconstruction and algorithms are implemented which can identify particle 

types( e.g. electron, jet, muon algorithms). Events with one or more electromagnetic 

clusters are written to tape. This tape is then processed by applying a simple 

program which includes more electron energy quality cuts and results in the initial 

W and Z data samples. 

The zo events must have two electromagnetic clusters with a transverse energy 

greater than 10 GeV, while the w.z. events must contain one CEM cluster of Et > 
10 GeV and whose missing transverse energy,~ , is greater than 20 GeV. ~ is an 

indirect measure of neutrinos with large transverse momentum that can escape the 

detector without interacting. 

These candidate events are written to a second summary tape where final event 

selection is made using the energy corrections mentioned above. All energy de-

pendent quality parameters are recalculated for this sample. For samples of well 

measured Wand Z's to be produced, this second data tape must pass more restric-

tive quality cuts and energy thresholds as well as additional fiducial, event vertex 
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Figure 4.1: Electron quality cut distributions for Had/EM, E/P and Isolation. The 
left-side plot of the parameters contains only those cuts intrinsic to the trigger and 
the 20 GeV Pt cut, while the right-side plot shows the distributions with all quality 
cuts applied except for the one being plotted[36). 
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and trigger requirements. 

These samples are referred to as the "Standard W & Z Data Sets"[35] and were 

used for the electron and muon W & Z cross-section times branching ra.tio[37) and 

W /Z cross-section ratio analyses[38). They are also the sets used for the Z'Y & W'Y 

analysis. The uncertainty associated with the total inelastic pp cross-section, which 

was determined from the BBC to be lTBBC = 46.8 ± 3.2 mb[38), is the primary 

uncertainty attributed to the integrated luminosity and is ~ 6.8%. The integrated 

luminosity in the electron channel for the 1988-1989 CDF run was f Cdt = 4.05 ± 
0.28pb -I. Before discussing photon selection a brief description of the quality cuts 

used to obtain these starting samples is wa.rrented. 

4.2.1 Fiducial Requirements 

W & Z samples are restricted to detector areas where the calorimeter response 

is well understood and where the energies can be reliably measured. In general this 

means avoiding cracks and dead space between modules. 

In the CEM, there are a few additional restrictions applied. 

1. Dead spaces between adjacent wedges are excluded by requiring that the ex-

trapolated track position be within 21 em in 4> of the tower center. That is 

electrons must be 3 em from the 15° wedge boundary. 

2. The crack, located a.t fJ = 90°, between two halves of the central calorimeter 

is excluded by requiring the extrapolated track position to have lzl > 9 em. 

3. The cluster's seed tower can not be the outermost tower in the central wedge. 

The projective tower geometry for this tower is somewhat extreme, where 

large amounts of radiator and scintilla. tor were removed to maintain a. constant 

thickness in ra.d.ia.tion length and large energy corrections are applied. 

4. The superconducting solenoid contains some cryogenic and electrical material 
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which penetrates one of the calorimeter wedges. This wedge contains 7 normal 

towers, one highly modified and two which are missing. The electrons are 

excluded from these missing and modified towers. 

In the PEM, the EM clusters are restricted from the border regions and dead 

towers as follows: 

1. The seed tower can not be in any towers which are adjacent to the ¢ boundary 

between quadrants. 

2. The seed tower can not be in the two outermost or the two innermost eta 

annuli. This excludes the cracks between the CEM-PEM and the PEM-FEM. 

3. The seed tower is excluded from the 16 dead PEM towers; of these 16 towers, 

13 are in regions excluded already by the quadrant boundaries. 

For the FEM, the EM clusters are restricted from quadrant borders and from 

regions with partial hadronic coverage by: 

1. The seed tower can't be in any towers adjacent to the ¢ boundary between 

quadrants. 

2. The seed tower can't be in the 5 innermost f1 annuli, which excludes the low 

beta quads which penetrate the FHA and limit the hadronic coverage in this 

regton. 

4.2.2 Vertex Requirement 

The pp collisions can occur at points other than the nominal interaction point 

of the detector. The VTPC tracks which determine the position are Gaussian dis-

tributed about the nominal interaction point with a sigma. of 30 em. Since projective 

tower geometry can be distorted for large vertex displacements and some particles 

from displaced vertices can escape without detection through cracks between the 
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plug and forward calorimeters, detector geometry is preserved by requiring that 

events have their vertex positions within ±60 em of the nominal interaction point. 

4.2.3 Electron Trigger Requirement 

All events must pass the Level-2 or ELECTRON_l2 trigger requirements which 

are as follows: 

1. EM cluster in CEM with Et > 12 GeV 

2. Ratio of Hadronic to Electromagnetic transverse energy, E!"'d / E~ < 12.5% 

3. Track from the fast track processor is matched in t/> to the calorimeter cluster 

and has Pt > 6 GeV 

Prerequisites to the Level-2 trigger include a valid Level-0 trigger from the Beam-

Beam Counters and a Level-l trigger which requires at least one CEM trigger tower 

with Et > 6 GeV 

The Level-3 trigger ·was introduced in the last part of the run and used the 

ELECTRON_l2 trigger as a prerequisite. This trigger calculated the LSHR variable 

and used a more sophisticated tracking algorithm to ensure the Pt > 6 GeV thresh-

old. The final analysis requirements for theW and Z analyses were more restrictive 

than the Level-3 algorithm, thus the fundamental trigger efficiency of the Level-2 

trigger was used. 

4.2.4 The Z sample 

The standard W & Z data sets were made from the 5.1 EWK spin version 

which contains a common sample of central, high-Pt electron candidates. An initial 

requirement of a central electron cluster is imposed with the following properties: 

' 
• A transverse energy of the central EM cluster of Et > 20 GeV 
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• Ha.d/EM < 0.055 + 0.00045 * E, where E is the total energy of the EM cluster 

in GeV 

(Econe_Ecl••ter) • Isolation I = ' Ecorle < 0.1, in a cone of ~R = v' ~,,-~ + 6.¢7. = 0.4 
' 

centered on the EM cluster(location defined from CES shower centroid infor-

mation) 

• The event vertex be within IZvertul < 60.0 em of the nominal Z = 0.0 position 

• The electron cluster have 1'71 < 1.1 and be within the good fiducial region of 

the CEM calorimeter 

• The total EM cluster energy divided by the CTC track momentum, E/P < 
1.5 

• Using 11-chan.nel clustering in the strip view, the CES strip x2 for a fit of 

testbeam electron shower profiles to the leading cluster profile must each be 

X~trip < 15.0 

• Lateral shower shape, L.hr < 0.2, comparing the observed lateral shower profile 

to testbeam electron lateral shower profile 

• A single reconstructed 3-dimensional track associated with the EM cluster 

must match the CES position within l~zl < 3.0cm and I~R - ¢1 < 1.5 em 

A total of 5012 events passed the above requirements. The electron Z candidates 

are then obtained by additionally requiring a second EM cluster located in either 

the central, plug, or forward calorimeters which also ~ in a good fiducial region 

and satisfy the following criteria: 

• A transverse energy of the second EM cluster of Et > 10.0 GeV 

• Ha.d/EM < 0.1 
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centered on the EM cluster(location defined from CES shower centroid infor-

mation) 

• In the central region, a second EM cluster is required to have a 3-dimensional 

track associated with it and an E/P < 2.0 

• In the plug region, a second EM cluster is required to have a 3 x 3 x2 < 20.0 

and a VTPC hit fraction > 0.5 in a road centered on the PEM cluster 

• The invariant mass of the two selected EM clusters lies between 70 < Mee < 
110 Gev/c2 

A total of 243 events satisfy the electron Z requirements. 

4.2.5 Photon Selection 

An additional photon event selection routine was applied to the standard Z data 

set to obtain the electron zo"' data sub-set. Before subjection to this selection routine 

however, the original standard Z data set was reclustered with lower seed tower and 

sum Et thresholds, Et (seed) = 1.0 GeV & Et (sum)= 1.5 GeV. The reclustering is 

needed because the original energy clustering algorithm used to obtain the Z data 

sample unfortunately contains inefficiencies at the Et > 5 GeV threshold. These 

inefficiencies are due mainly to the fact that the seed tower and the summed cluster 

energies are calculated with raw energies as discussed in section 4.1.2 and also their 

Et is determined using the z = 0 position instead of the actual event vertex. The 

energy response map, which is position dependent and the energy corrections, as 

previously described, were applied to this reclustered data. The cluster's transverse 

energy was determined using the actual event vertex and then the original threshold 

of Et > 5 GeV was implemented. 
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These threshold effects were studied using Monte Carlo(MC) generated photons 

which were simulated in the detector by the QFL program( described in section 3 

of this Chapter). Flat distributions of photon energies from 0.5 < Et < 12.5 were 

generated in all calorimeters and the results were compared with those obtained with 

the default clustering algorithm. Figure 4.3 shows the efficiencies of each calorimeter 

for the default clustering of Et (seed) = 3.0 GeV & Et (sum)= 5.0 GeV, versus the 

reclustered MC photons of Et (seed) = 1.0 GeV & Et (sum) = 1.5 GeV. Based on 

this study, the default clustering isn't fully efficient for the CEM/PEM/FEM until 

Et of about 6/9/8 GeV respectively. 

A photon candidate from this reclustered Z data sample was then required to 

satisfy the following: 

• There must be a 1-3(¢-TJ) tower cluster of EM energy deposited in the central 

calorimeter of at least Et > 5 Ge V, after position response & CEM energy scale 

corrections have been applied. This assumes a seed tower energy of at least Et 
> 1.0 GeV. 

• The location of the CEM cluster is required to be in a good fiducial region of 

the central as defined by the CES shower centroid position. 

• The distance between the Z decay leptons and the photon, ~Re.r, must be 

greater than 0.7(which corresponds to an opening angle of - 40° in the r-

4> plane). This cut is used to suppress the contribution of r&diative decay 

diagrams to the signal. 

• The extra Et deposited in a cone of ~R = 0.4 centered on the CEM cluster, 

but not including the EM cluster, must be< 2.0 GeV(ET4 < 2.0 GeV). 

• The extra summed P t due to charged tracks within a cone of ~R = 0.4 centered 

on the CEM cluster must also be< 2.0 GeV(EPT4 < 2.0 GeV). The tracks 

used in the sum must have a IZvtz- Zol < 10 em. 
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• No 3-dimensional CTC track can point to the EM cluster from any ver-

tex(N3D=O). 

• A Had/EM< 0.055+0.00045*E, where E is the total energy of the EM cluster 

in GeV. 

• Have a lateral shower shape for the CEM cluster of L.hr < 0.5. 

• Using 11-channel clustering in both the strip and wire views, the CES strip 

and wire x2 's of a fit of test beam electron shower profiles to the leading cluster 

profile must each be < 20.0. 

• There must be no 2nd CES strip or wire clusters with an energy greater than 

1 Gev, EcES 2nd> 1 GeV, within the CEM cluster. This requirement is used 

to further suppress 7r0 and multi-photon backgrounds. 

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show distributions of these photon quality parameters. 

For each parameter, the photons are required to pass all succesive quality cuts except 

the one being plotted. Notice that once the calorimeter isolation cut, ET4, is applied 

the remaining two events survive all other imposed requirements. 

4.3 Monte Carlo Simulation 

To understand the experimental data, the technique of computer event genera-

tion based on current theories is implemented in conjunction with detector simulated 

routines. That is, events are made randomly by a computer and then subjected to 

a simulated version of the device used to detect real data. The results of this Monte 

Carlo simulation and the real experimental data are then capable of comparison. 

In this analysis the major event generator used is the Baur Monte Carlo(MC) for 

the Z'Y processes[7]. This MC contains all Feynman diagrams for the process includ-

ing additional anomalous coupling graphs. Two other event generators, WZRAD 
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and Pythia, were used to show differences between radiative decay off final state de-

cay leptons and radiative production off initial state quark lines, respectively. Both 

of these are commonly referred to as inner-bremsstrahlung processes. The results for 

this analysis do not use these two MC's since neither is able to completely model the 

Z"'( process as in the Baur case; however, comparisons of the three separate programs 

are made in section 4.3.2 and are in good agreement with each other. 

The detector simulation programs used come in two varieties; a Fast detector 

simulator[40, 41] and QFL. Both are complete detector simulations which include 

energy reconstruction and specific detector corrections. Each program simulates 

parameters such as underlying event, P t boosts, fiducial geometry, E Et and vertex 

smearing. The major difference between QFL and the Fast simulator is that the 

latter doesn't have the handicap of the Analysis-Control(AC) package. AC allows 

the user to interface directly with the analysis package. 

4.3.1 The Baur MC 

The Baur Monte Carlo, the first complete Z"Y generator, generates weighted 

events. The contributions of each of the Feynman diagrams in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 

are added together by implementing a helicity-amplitude formalism. The kinematic 

phase space for the system is created by the VEGAS routine, a multi-dimensional in-

tegration code[42]. The calculated cross-section includes a k-factor of [1+ 8; a.(M~ )] ~ 

1.35 to account for higher order QCD processes such as q+q --+ g + V + "Y and q+g --+ 

q + V + "Y· We have compared the Baur MC radiative Standard Model results with 

the following additional Monte Carlo's;ISAJET[43], PAPAGEN0[44],PYTHIA[45] 

and WZRAD[46]. The cross-section determined using the Baur MC is in good 

agreement with these other MC's. 

Initially large samples of greater than 500,000 events are generated with as 

few kinematic cuts as possible. This limits any biases which may result from 

the detectors' finite resolution and smearing effects and allows as much of the 
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total Z"Y cross-section as possible. In addition it is important for obtaining the 

(hio,10 - hf0,20)o- · B(Z + "Y) surfaces for ZZ"Y and Z"Y"Y anomalous couplings. At the 

generator level, the kinematic cuts used are as follows: P! > 1.0 GeV, Pl > 1.0 GeV, 

~R, _ _, > 0.3, lrul < 6.0 and l'hl < 6.0. For events which pass these initial kine-

matic cuts, the 4-vector momentum information is written to an unformatted output 

file. The original Monte Carlo has been modified to include the lastest PDFLIB[47) 

structure functions(SF), version 3.10 and includes all parton-parton luminosities. 

For this analysis however, the HMRS-B SF is taken for nominal as was done in the 

W /Z analysis. The systematic uncertainties associated with these SF's, as well as 

P t and Q2-scale dependencies will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

The Fast Detector Simulator 

As was done for theW & Z analysis[40), a similar fast detector simulation routine 

was used in the Z"Y analysis. The main purpose of this program is to determine both 

geometric and kinematic acceptances. It is also used to obtain the predicted cross-

section for Z"Y events above the Z selection cuts and photon selection cuts of ~R.,-1 > 
0. 7 and El > 5.0 GeV. By inputting all relevant electron and photon efficiencies, the 

number of expected events in the CDF electron Z"Y data sample can be obtained. 

The electron efficiencies are the same as those used in the W /Z analysis. The 

determination of both electron and photon efficiencies will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

The unformatted 4-vector files which are output from the generation level, are 

rea.d in by this fast detector routine. Each event is given a random P t boost according 

to the "nominal" P, distribution based on the Z boson P, distributions(48]. The Z-

vertex of the event is obtained from a Gaussian distribution, O'z = 30 em. The 

electron and photon energies are smeared by the appropriate detector resolution, 

CEM/PEM/FEM. These smeared electrons and photons are propagated from the 

event vertex through the solenoid and into the calorimeter. Fiduciality of these 
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particles is determined using a modified stand alone version of the standard FIDELE 

routine. 

QFL Simulation 

Similar to the fast detector simulation, QFL is a complete detector simulation 

program. It will account for energy corrections and known detector problems such 

as cracks, thereby fully reconstructing the event as if it had been real data. 

The Baur MC output files are not directly input into QFL; first the events 

are unweighted according to the procedure outlined in CDF-note 1665[49]. These 

unweighted distributions are then processed through the ISAJET routine to properly 

simulate the underlying event. Some parameters in ISAJET a.re tuned so that the 

underlying event is in decent agreement with that observed in the electron Z data 

sample. Once this is accomplished, the tuned output is sent through the QFL '88-

'89 detector simulation routine. The QFL output is then directly input into an the 

same analysis as for the Z sample, but with the added photon analysis, making sure 

that the proper production code( version 4.6) is implemented for reconstruction. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the predicted number of SM Z-r events based on the fast 

MC detector simulation and the Baur QFL/ISAJET MC; the uncertainty expressed 

is statistical. In addition the contribution from Drell-Yan, (DY) + Z-r is listed. This 

contribution is small but is corrected for in the FDY term as listed in Chapter 5, 

Table 5.2. 

Table 4.1: Z-r MC Predictions. 

Baur Monte Carlo Prediction 

Fast Z-r: 1.15 ± 0.11 

Fast Z + DY -r: 1.19 ± 0.11 

QFL Z-r: 1.37 ± 0.18 
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4.3.2 Comparison of Baur, WZRAD and Pythia Monte 

Carlo's 

As previously mentioned, the WZRAD a.nd Pythia Monte Carlo's illustrate 

the two radiative processes for Z"'(. The radiative production events are generated 

using Pythia[45], where the total cross-section for the desired process is calculated. 

The WZRAD Monte Carlo[46] generates both Z ~ e+e- a.nd Z ~ e+e-"Y events, 

where the photon radiates off the final-state electrons. Although the Baur, WZRAD 

a.nd Pythia Monte Carlo's are independent programs there is reasonable agreement 

between the combination of WZRAD & Pythia with the Baur MC. For example, 

the Baur a.nd WZRAD programs use HMRSB structure functions whereas Pythia 

uses ELHQ-1 a.nd it is not interfaced with PDFLIB. In addition, the WZRAD MC 

consists only of a very rudimentary gaussian P t -boosting subroutine. 

The number of events generated for the Baur MC was 500,000 where ~ 50,000 

events passed all cuts. For Pythia 50,000 events were generated a.nd ~ 5000 passed, 

while for WZRAD 2 million events were generated a.nd ~ 200,000 survived. The 

generated cross-sections. determined from each program are: 

O'Ba.ur 
gen 

O'Pythia. 
gen 

17.722 ± 
4.428 ± 

0.055 ph 

0.024 ph 

u;"e!RADt - 125.086 ± 11.529 pb. 

t The WZRAD generator cross-section is obtained from the relation 

u * BR(WZRAD)6en = u * BR(Z) * fra.d 

where u•BR(Z) = 217.0±20.0 ph a.nd fra.d = 0.5764310 is the fraction of generated 

events which are radiative. The photon cuts used at the generator level in WZRAD 

create photons down to E..,= 100 MeV. 
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while the cross-section after cuts was determined to be: 

uBt~ur 
cub - 4.619 ± 0.041 ph 

UPyth.it~ 
cub - 1.476 ± 0.028 ph 

uWZRAD 
cub - 2.109 ± 0.196 ph 

U W ZRAD&lPyth.it~ 
cut• - 3.585 ± 0.200 pb. 

To compare this MC with the others we must determine the total number of Z1 

events for each program. To do this we use the following equation: 

N Z-r = U cub • £ · fovertJll 

where£ is the Luminosity for electron data and fovert~ll is the efficiency or the total 

number of events passing all cuts divided by the total number of events generated. 

For illustative purposes, the combination of detector acceptance and cut efficien-

cies gives overall efficiency estimates of: 

Bt~ur 
~ 50000/500000 0.1 ± 0.4% fovertJll -

Pythia 
~ 5000/50000 0.1 ± 1.0% foverall -

WZRAD 
~ 200000/2000000 0.1 ± 0.2% foverall -

Table 4.2 contains the actual values of the total number of Z1 events based on 

the actual efficiency calculations for each M C as determined by the Fast detector 

simulator. 

Table 4.2: Nz.., events for the Baur, Pythia and WZRAD MC's. 

MC Nz.., 
Baur 1.773 ± 0.150 

Pythia 0. 792 ± 0.068 

WZRAD 0.937 ± 0.120 

As was discussed in section 2.2, angular distributions between the charged leptons 

and the produced photons are indicators of the different radiative processes. In a 
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three body decay, for instance, the minimum angle between the photon and its 

parent electron will be fairly small( collinear). For radiative production however the 

photon is not created from the decay particles of the zo but rather comes from the 

quark lines and the angular separations can be quite large. Figure 4.6 shows the 

minimum angle between the electron and photon in the rest frame of the zo for the 

three MC's, where each has been normalized to the real data. The ~Rmin(e"Y) cutoff 

of 0.7 is apparent and all three MC's are compatible. 
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Chapter 5 

Determination of Acceptances, Efficiencies and 
Backgrounds 

5.1 Acceptance 

The Z"Y cross section, the geometric & kinematic acceptances and the predicted 

number of CEM/PEM electron Z"Y events are all determined using an unweighted 

version of the Baur Monte Carlo[49, 50]. The cross-section experimentally is given 

by 
.N:z.., ~ .N;z.., 

. B(Z + - ) _ ob•erved - L,., background uz -+ e e "Y - A f '"dt z.., · €-z.., · ~.., 

where .N?,Zerved is the' number of observed z"Y events in the electron decay chan-

nel; E .N~~Icground is the number of background events expected in the data sample. 

The product terms Az.., · f.Z.., are the acceptance x efficiency factors for detecting 

the Z"Y events, respectively. The integrated luminosity (J £dt) in the denominator 

normalizes the number of events to the data sample. 

Since the P t spectrum of the photon is steeply falling, it is not possible to measure 

the total cross section x branching ratio for the Z"Y process. Both the photon, P t and 

the angular separation, aRe., ' of the photon and lepton are kinematical parameters 

which are sub jet to event selection cuts. Therefore only part of the u x B R( Z""t) above 

a particular P t cut for the photon energy is able to be determined. Furthermore, 

the additional cut on the angular separation between the photon and the lepton is 

done to suppress the final-state radiative or inner bremsstrahlung contributions. 
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Thus, the cross-section output from the Baur MC event generator is used to 

determine the Z"Y production cross-section X decay branching ratio for all events 

passing the photon cuts, by using the following: 

.N~t'!.gncll = u · B(Z + "Y)cut. · j Cdt · (Az-y · tz-y) 

and 

.N~t!igrud = u • B( Z + "Y )9en · j Cdt · ( A~'Y · Ez-y) 

where A~'Y is the overall kinematic and geometrical acceptance factor for the gen-

erated Z1 events which pass the Ei > 5.0 GeV and ~Re.r > 0.7 photon cuts. By 

equating the two equations we obtain: 

A~'Y. fZ-y 
u · B(Z + "Y)cut• = u · B(Z + "Y)gen • [A ]. Z-y' fZ-y 

The product acceptance x efficiency terms are actually products of all the sep-

arate acceptances x efficiencies: 

Az"Y · fZ-y = Az · Ageom · flepton · fphoton · Etrigger · f Analysis cuts· 

The acceptance Az is the combined electron fiducial & electron kinematic ac-

ceptance for the Z boson(Aoo = GEM, Aoz = P EM, Aov = F EM); the acceptance 

Ageom is the combined geometric and kinematic acceptance of the photon to pass 

through a particular calorimeter. TheE terms are product efficiencies for detecting 

a lepton or a photon once they have passed through their respective detectors. The 

term flepton is the efficiency for the CEM system to record the electron in the event, 

whereas fphoton is the efficiency for the calorimeters to record the passage of the 

photon. The term Etrigger is the lepton trigger efficiency. The term Eanalysis cuts is 

itself a product of efficiencies of the cuts used to make the data sample, e.g. electron 

isolation. 

Appendix B contains a complete description of all acceptance and efficiency 

variables determined for electron Z"Y events, while Table 5.1 contains the Z and 

photon acceptances in the electron channel for z"Y as determined from the fast 

Monte Carlo detector simulation. 
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Table 5.1: Z & Photon Acceptances for z, 
'tJ Acceptance 

Az 28.6± 0.1% 

Aoo 12.8 ± 0.1% 

Aoz 13.2 ± 0.1% 

A or 2.6 ± 0.1% 

t'hoton !'ractions & Acce_ptances 
u · B(ZI)cuta U • .Jj(Z{)gen 

rCOD 69.6 ± 0.4% !~ 70.8 ± 0.2% 

rcoz 55.5 ± 0.5% f:Jz 50.8 ± 0.2% 

rCOfl 33.7 ± 1.1% !~ 39.5 ± 0.2% 

A"Y COD 77.2±0.3% A'"Y COD 18.9 ± 0.2% 

A"Y coz 74.4 ± 0.4% A'"Y 
CDZ 20.3 ±0.2% 

A"Y 
COf/ 69.8 ± 1.4% A'"Y 

COf/ 14.7 ±0.6% 

5.2 Efficiencies 

The electron W & Z samples which come from the central electron sample have 

common efficiencies and backgrounds. The z, analysis incorporates these efficiencies 

directly and uses them in conjunction with the determined photon efficiencies( as will 

be discussed in the photon efficiency section of this thesis). 

5.2.1 Electron Efficiency 

The efficiencies of the electron quality cuts for the zo data sample, as mentioned 

above, are obtained for each individual cut in succession. A particular quality re-

quirement for the sample will have all previous cuts made except for the one being 

determined. Data samples which are selected in this fashion contain good electrons 
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with little background and are unbiased to the particular quality parameter in ques-

tion. The efficiency for a quality cut can be defined as: 

t: = Npca .. 
Nunbia•ed 

where N,a .. is the number of electrons satisfying all quality requirements and Nunltia•ed 

is the number of electrons in the unbiased data sample. 

The isolation efficiency for electrons is required for both electrons of the zo and is 

determined in a separate calculation. A Monte Carlo(M C) event generator, ISAJET, 

is used in combination with a simple detector simulation program to determine the 

acceptance of the CDF detector cuts as well as the analysis cuts. The electron 

quality cuts and the isolation cuts are simulated by simply accepting or rejecting 

events based on the measured efficiency of the cuts. This technique is much faster 

than a full simulation of each detector component. The total electron efficiency is 

then obtained. from the product of the separately determined isolation efficiency and 

the measured efficiency of the electron quality cuts. The individual efficiencies are 

listed in Table 5.2, while in Table 5.3 the overall electron efficiencies are summarized. 

5.2.2 Photon Efficiency 

The overall photon efficiencies were obtained from the product of the efficien-

cies for each of the CEM photon cuts as described in section 4.2.5. As was done 

in the W /Z analysis, isolation efficiency is determined in a separate calculation. 

Two methods were employed to determine the central calorimeter photon isolation 

efficiency. 

1. Random Cones in the inclusive Z data sample were used to obtain the calorime-

ter isolation efficiency in the central calorimeter, I'll < 1.1, for cut ET4 < 
2.0 Gev {ET4 = the amount of extra transverse energy deposited in a cone 

of .6.R = 0.4, but not including the EM cluster energy), where a cone of 
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Table 5.2: Individual Electron Efficiencies for Z1 

£e • dt 4.05 ± 0.28 pb-1 Integrated Luminosity 

FDY 98.5 ± 0.5% 70 < Mz < 110 Gevfc2 

fzv:z: 95.4 ± 0.1% I Zvtz I < 60 em 

f= 96.0 ± 1.0% Isolation I (R = 0.4) Cut 
cern 

fHad/EMT 99.0 ± 1.0% Tight Had/EM Cut 
cern 

fHad/EML 99.0 ± 1.0% Loose Had/EM Cut 

f~ 
"•trip 

97.0 ± 1.0% X~trip < 15.0 Cut 
fcern L.,,. 97.0 ± 1.0% L•hr < 0.2 Cut 
cem 

fE/PT 93.0 ± 1.0% Tight E/P < 1.5 Cut 
cern 

fE/PL 97.0 ± 1.0% Loose E/P < 2.0 Cut 

~k lOO.O!g:~% CTC Track Reconstruction 

f~ 97.0 ± 1.0% ~x < 1.5 em Matching Cut 

fAz 98.0 ± 1.0% ~z < 3.0 em Matching Cut 

f!I:: 96.0 ± 1.0% Isolation I ( R = 0.4) 

~/EM 99.0 ± 1.0% Had/EM Cut 

!"~ 
Xaxa 

94.0 ± 1.0% X~x3 < 20.0 Cut 

~ 93.0 ± 2.0% VTPC Hit Fraction > 0.5 Cut 
/em 

fi•o 91.0 ± 1.0% Isolation I ( R = 0.4) Cut 
/em 

fHadjEM 100.0~:~% Had/EM Cut 

fLl 99.3 ± 0.3% Level-l Central Electron Trigger 

fL2 98.0 ± 0.4% Level-2 Central Electron Trigger 

fL3 lOO.O!g:~% Level-3 Central Electron Trigger 
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Table 5.3: Overall Electron Efficiencies for Z1 

T 97.3 ± 0.5% Central Fiducial Electron Trigger 

fcentT 84.0 ± 3.0% Tight Central Fiducial Electron 

fcentL 93.0 ± 3.0% Loose Central Fiducial Electron 

fplug 90.0 ± 3.0% Plug Fiducial Electron 

fJwrd 91.0 ± 3.0% Forward Fiducial Electron 

aR = v'li'72 + a(/)2 = 0.4 was required to be more than aR = 0. 7 away from 

the decay leptons. 

2. Minumum Bias and Jet-20 data samples were also used to determine the effi-

ciency of the ET4 calorimeter isolation cut. For the Jet-20 data, random cones 

of aR = 0.4 were thrown for events which satisfy the following: 

• IZvertezl < 60.0 em 

• ~ < 20.0 Ge V, ~ significance, u~, < 2.4. These cuts were imposed to 

suppress badly mis-measured and/or junk events in the Jet-20 sample. 

• At least three jets in a Jet-20 event 

• QDJSCO-corrected[51] jets 

• For the two leading or highest Et jets (after QDJSCO corrections have 

been applied), require that at least one of the two be in the central(l'71det < 
1.1) region of the detector and the other in the central or plug(lfJidet < 
2.4) 

• For the two leading jets, require that each QDJSCO-corrected jet have 

Et > 15.0 GeV and that MJJ > 40.0 GeV /c2 

For the Jet-20 data of method 2, two separate studies were done. The first(Jet-

20a) study required that the random cones of aR = 0.4 be more than aR = 1.4 

away from all jets in the event, so as not to overlap with the default aR = 0. 7 
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jet-cone clustering radius of the JETCLU algorithm. The second study(Jet-20b) 

required the random cones be away from the two leading (i.e. trigger) jets in the 

event. 

The QFL Baur M C for Z'Y was used as a check for the above two methods. The 

underlying event was simulated using ISAJET as discussed in section 4.2.2 and as 

was done in the inclusive Z sample the AR = 0.4 cone was required to be more than 

AR = 0. 7 away from the decay leptons. 

Individual efficiencies are obtained for each of the data sets or methods used in 

determining the calorimeter isolation efficiency. For theE PT4 cut, the efficiency is 

determined downstream of the ET4 cut and similarly the efficiency for the No 3D 

track cut is made downstream of the EPT4 cut. The efficiencies for the Had/EM, 

Lshare, x!n,.e, X~t,.,,, & No 2nd CES cluster cuts are all obtained using 5, 10 and 50 

GeV CEM testbeam electron data and from the QFL Baur MC Z'Y simulated data. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the analogous plots for the Jet-20 data as Figures 4.1 and 

4.2 did in the electron selection section. 

All the CEM photon efficiencies for individual cuts are listed in Tables 5.4. The 

photon efficiencies using random cones in the Minimum Bias data sample are sys-

tematically higher than those from the inclusive Z data sample, similarly the Jet-20a 

data sample is higher by about 5%. The Jet-20b data sample, however is lower by 

::::::: 5% than the Z data sample. The QFL Baur MC Z'Y data samples efficiency of 

the ET4-EPT4 cut is systematically higher than the Z data sample due to ISAJET 

producing a "less-noisy" underlying event. 

The overall CEM photon efficiencies for individual and combined cuts are sum-

marized in Table 5.5 and include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. This 

also includes the photon survival probability factor, ~" and the EM shower de-

velopment difference factor, S~, between electrons and photons. Both of these 

contributions are discussed in Appendix B. 
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Table 6.4 : Z7 Individual Efficiencies for Monte Carlo, Random Cone and Testbeam Data. 

Individual QFLMC Random Cones 

Efficiency £ z'Y Ze Min Bias Jet-20a Jet-20b 

ET4 < 2.0 97.9± 1.2% 95.8±0.6% 98.6±0.2% 99.1 ± 0.1% 92.7 ± 0.2% 

ET4 < 2.0EPT4 < 2.0 97.0± 1.3% 93.6±0.7% 97.7±0.2% 97.6± 0.1% 89.3± 0.3% 

ET4 < 2.0EPT4 < 2.0N3D = 0 91.9± 2.0% 89.1 ±0.9% 92.8±0.2% 92.7 ± 0.2% 84.2± 0.3% 

Individual QFLMC Electron Test Beam 

Efficiency £ z'Y 5GeV 10 GeV 18 GeV 30 GeV 50 GeV 

Had/EM<ABW 99.2± 0.8% 98.9±0.2% 99.6±0.1% 99.1 ± 0.9% 98.9± 0.9% 98.0± 0.3% 

L,lar < 0.5 1oo.oo~g:~% 99.9±0.1% 98.8 ± 0.4% 100.0~~:~% 100.0~~:~% 99.9± 0.1% 

X~tp, X~ir < 20 95.4± 1.6% 97.3±0.3% 96.2± 0.4% 98.2± 1.8% 99.2± 0.7% 99.2± 0.2% 

No 2'"lC ES > 1GeV 95.0± 2.4% 98.0±0.1% 97.9±0.1% 98.2± 1.6% 98.2± 1.0% 97.6±0.2% 



Table 5.5: Overall CEM Photon Efficiency Determination. 

"Y 
f.ET4 95.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.5% Calorimeter Isolation Cut 

"Y 
f.LPT4 97.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.8% Tracking Isolation Cut 

"Y 
fN3D 95.3 ± 0.5 ± o. 7% No track at EM Cluster Cut 

"Y 
f. Had/EM 99.2 ± 0.1 ± 0.8% Had/EM Cut 

"Y 
f.L•hr 99.9 ± 0.1 ± 0.3% Lateral Shower Cut 

(. "Y •2 :2 
cln •tp +ch.twir 98.4 ± 0.1 ± 0.9% CES strip/wire chi2 Cut 
"Y 

fno 2,.d CES 97.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.0% No 2"d CES Clusters 

Pc':mv 96.5 ± 0.2 ± 1.0% Photon Survival 

s:=, 100.4 ± 0.6 ± 1.0% e vs. -y Shower Development 

f"Y cem 82.0 ± 1.5 ± 2.1% Overall Photon Efficiency 

Data Sample .., .., 
(..., fno 2ftd CES f. Had/EM f.L•hr chi~tD +ch.i!,ir 

QFL -y MC 5 - 15 GeV 99.7 ± 0.1% 99.8 ± 0.1% 97.4 ± 0.3% 96.8 ± 0.3% 

QFL e MC 5 - 15 GeV 99.9 ± 0.1% 99.9 ± 0.1% 97.9 ± 0.2% 95.8 ± 0.3% 
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5.3 Backgrounds 

The backgrounqs for Z1 are mainly due to QCD jet-faking photons and prompt 

isolated photons from quark and QED bremsstrahlung. These initial/final-state ra-

diative processes are considered part of the Z1 signal and are explicitly accounted for 

in the Baur MC by the use of the k-factor ~ 1.35. The generated events will there-

fore approximate contributions from higher order QCD processes as was previously 

mentioned in section 4.3.2. 

The QCD jet-faking photon background is determined using Jet-20 data and 

VECBOS[52]/HERWIG[53] Z+njet MC data. HERWIG is used for both the under-

lying event and jet fragmentation. 

The Jet-20 data selection criteria are the same as those used for the photon 

efficiency determination as stated in the last section. The physics motivation of 

using two leading jets is to obtain a sample that closely resembles an actual Z+jet 

data set. The dijets of the two leading jets are required to be near the Z mass with 

the extra requirement that there be an extra jet in the event. 

In the Z sample, the product of the two leading central jets, which have been 

QDJSCO-corrected[51], is summed Et -bin by Et-bin in a given Et -bin of width 

2.5 Gev. Here Efet > 5 GeV and AR,_; > 0.7 away from the decay leptons. This 

number is then multiplied by the total number of ELES objects in the same Et 
-bin of the Jet-20 sample, where again the Efet > 5 GeV, must pass all ")'cuts, & 

ART J-ELES > 1.4 away from the 2 leading trigger jets. This value must then be 

divided by the total number of QDJSCO-corrected extra central jets in the same 

Et -bin of the Jet-20 data, where Efet > 5 GeV & ARTJ-XJ > 1.4 away from the 

2 leading trigger jets. More clearly stated, the number of QCD jet-faking photon 

background events in the Z data sample for a corrected Et > 5 Ge V is the following: 

N Jet Z. J~e Jet z. (I I AR O 7) Nf'idCEMJ20(ARTJ-ELES > 1.4) 
blmd e = ~- Ni e f/j < 1.1, ~ 1-j > • * NfJ~r11CEMJ20( An 1 4) 

I I ~Ll.TJ-XJ > . 

The number passing the trigger-jet selection for the Jet-20 data is 11726 events, 
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where 431 central ELES objects had E, > 5 GeV and were fiR > 1.4 away from 

a jet. Implementing the fiducial CEM cut leaves a total of 269 events. Of these, a 

total of 20 events survive the ET4 < 2.0 GeV and E PT4 < 2.0 GeV photon cuts. 

For the inclusive Z data sample with central jets there are 175 jets for the electron 

channel. 

The predictions for the number of QCD jet-faking CEM photons in the cen-

tral electron Z1 data sample were also determined from the normalized, luminosity 

weighted VECBOS/HERWIG Z + 0,1,2 jet QFL MC data which were required to 

pass the same inclusive central Z cuts and CEM '"Y cuts. The predicted number of 

CEM QCD jet-faking photon background events obtained using the above two pro-

cesses are summarized in Table 5.6. The uncertainties are statistical only, except for 

the combined prediction, where the systematic error is on the Jet-20 determination 

of the QCD jet-faking photon background. The systematic uncertainty is defined to 

be the difference between the QCD background as found from the Jet-20 data minus 

the QCD background from the VECBOS/HERWIG/QFL Z+n-jets MC simulation. 

Table 5.6: QCD 1 Background Estimates for Z1 

CEM 1 Cut N6cD 

ET4 < 2.0 E PT4 < 2.0 

Inclusive Z + Jets Data 0.30±0.07 

Jet-20 (liRJJ > 1.4)t 0.30 ± 0.07 

VECBOS Z + nJ ets MC 0.20 ±0.09 

Overall CEM 1 Cut 0.30 ± 0.07 ± 0.14 
t For these data we used both a Standard and Summed Method of Analysis. Each method 
determined the background using uncorrected and corrected jet energies. Of the four 
possibilities, only the Standard Uncorrected Method had a different result, 0.28 ± 0.07. 

Plots of the transverse energy in both the Jet-20 background for Z1 with the 

ET4 < 2.0 GeV and E PT4 < 2.0 GeV photon cuts as well as the jet E, spectrum 
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for the data sample, can be seen in Figure 5.3. Also in Figure 5.4 the fake"'( rates 

are shown. 

Other backgrounds to the Z'Y process include ( Z -+ TT) + 'Y and ( Z -+ TT) +Jet. 

Since the original Baur MC did not include tau decay as one of the possible Z 

decay modes, tau lepton decay subroutines were written[12, 41], T -+ v.,.lii.,. and 

where the proper tau decay polarization effects have been included. The tau decay 

contribution in the electron channel is found to be very small compared with the 

QCD background(<< 1 event) and is therefore neglected. 

The QCD background obtained by the VECBOS/HERWIG/QFL Z+njets MC 

is systematically lower than the Jet-20 data. Various attempts were made to under-

stand this discrepancy, 

• The original version of HERWIG(V5.3) used did not include photon bremsstrahlung 

off the incoming quark lines. The latest version of HERWIG(V5.6) includes ini-

tial quark bremsstrahlung, however there is no observable increase in the final 

number of background events. Possible reasons for not detecting an increase 

may come from the following: 

- The code implemented in VECBOS is better at generating small angle or 

collinear bremsstrahlung than wide angle where aR.q_, > 0. 7 away from 

a jet. 

- The number of background Z'Y events with a photon from wide angle final 

state quark bremsstrahlung, where the quark jets fragment into photons 

which pass all cuts and that are scaled with the radiative WZRAD and 

J /'ill Monte Carlo event generators, show that the contribution is small 

for the Z+jet process. 

• The minimum Et jet cutoff, at parton level, for the VECBOS/HERWIG/ QFL 

Z+njet MC simulation was investigated. The results show that the QCD back-

ground predictions are insensitive to this cutoff parameter, where the lowest 
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threshold of E~ > 8 Ge V was used as recommended by one of the authors of 

VECBOS, Walter Giele. 

• For the range of jet fragmentation giving QCD jet-faking photons which pass 

all cuts, the possibility of the jet energy scale of VECBOS being mis-calibrated 

was investigated. By increasing the observed Et spectrum by a factor between 

15-25%, the Z+njet MC simulation was found to be in good agreement with 

the Jet-20 data. 

• The CEM energy scale calibration at Ei ~ 5 GeV, based on studies done by 

CDF[54] using low-energy electrons, was found to be correct at this energy to 

within ~ 1%. Thus the impact on Z; events expected or predicted is negligible 

at this level of uncertainty. 

Since both the Jet-20 and VECBOS data samples have very low statistics, not 

one of the factors listed above can be pinpointed as the major source of discrepancy. 

Therefore a conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainty comes directly from 

the Jet-20 background minus that from the VECBOS/HERWIG/QFL Z+njets MC 

as stated previously. 
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Chapter 6 

The Z"Y Event Sample, u * BR(Z + "Y) Results and 
Systematic Uncertainties 

There a.re two Z1 candidate events in the electron channel from the CDF '88-'89 

collider run. Table 6.1 summarizes some of the kinematical properties of each of the 

candidates, while Figure 6.1 shows these results graphically with the MC expecta-

tions overlaid( the two events have been normalized to the number of predicted MC 

events). 

Table 6.1: Kinematic Properties of Z1 Candidates. 

Run# Event# Ei (GeV) ~Re.., Me+e- (GeV) Mz.., (GeV) 

1 17025-5219 13.47 1.50 91.0 104.6 

2 18170-14254 5.44 0.88 82.0 88.2 

Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 contain distributions of the real Z1 data for the CDF 

1988-1989 run. Figure 6.2 is a lego plot distribution where the cylindrical detector 

has its azimuthal angle t/> :flattened into the pseudorapidity '1 plane. Figures 6.3 and 

6.4 a.re distributions of a t/> slice of the detector where the center is the interaction 

point( or where the zo is at rest when it decays). 
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6.1 Determination of u * BR(Z + 1) 

As discussed in Section 5.1, the results for the cross section x branching ratio 

for Z1 were determined using the relation 

The number of observed candidates was input to a complete MC program which 

simulated 106 CDF experiments, where the number of observed events were Poisson-

fluctuated, the integrated luminosity was Gaussian-fluctuated and using all A · t 

terms as given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The backgrounds were also gaussian-fluctuated 

and then subtracted from the observed number of events on an "experiment-by-

experiment" basis. The experimental cross-section CT • BR was calculated from a 

cumulative histogram. Using the Particle Data Group(PDG) method of a bounded 

physical region[55), the 68.3%, 90.0% and 95.0% C.L. upper limits as well as the 

mean and ±1CT (double-sided) uncertainties on the mean of CT • BR were obtained. 

Table 6.2 lists the number of signal events found for Z1 , where the first uncer-

tainty is statistical and the second is the systematic uncertainty associated with the 

QCD photon background determination. 

Table 6.2: z, Signal Results. 

Nob. ENblcgnd N.igna.t NSM 
pred 

2 0.3 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 1.4 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 

Figure 6.5 shows the electron Z1 CT· BR probability distribution, where the Pois-

son nature of these results can be seen by the small statistics. The fractional number 

of QCD jet-faking photon background is on the order of 10%. These distributions 

are binned extremely fine so that the ±1CT (68.3%) double-sided and 68.3%, 90.0% 

and 95.0% single-sided CL limits to CT • BR(Z1) can be determined. 
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Figure 6.5: N!~z and u * BR(Z + 'Y) probability distributions. 

Table 6.3: u · BR(Z'Y) Results. 

Z'Y Sample u · B Ilez,t (pb) u · B R:!:11(pb) 

68.3% DS C.L. 6 8+5.6 +0.5 +0.4 _ 6 8+5.7 . -5.6 -0.5 -0.4 - . -5.1 4.6±0.1 

68.3% SS C.L. < 9.6 

90.0% SS C.L. < 15.1 

95.0% SS C.L. < 17.9 

The Z'Y cross-section results are summarized in Table 6.3, where the first un-

certainty is statistical only, the second is the systematic uncertainty due to the 

integrated luminosity and the third is the systematic uncertainty based on the QCD 

photon background determination. 

6.2 Systematic Uncertainties 

By varying the Z + 'Y P t -distribution, the structure function(SF) choice and the 

Q2 -scale for the nominal SF (HMRS-B) the systematic effects were studied. Since 

the diboson P t spectrum has neither a detailed theoretical prediction or an experi-

mental measurement, the Z + 'Y P t -distribution is approximated by the measured 

CDF Z Pt distribution [48], which for the photon Pt region we are sensitive to is 

reasonable. Using the same method as applied in the muon R analysis[56], the MC 
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diboson P t distributions, for the nominal SF choice, were varied within the ±1u 

limits allowed by the fit to the du / dPT distribution. This method involves the use 

of a fast MC detector simulation program which obtains the MC u * BR(Z + -y) 

and all kinematical and geometrical acceptances, where the MC events are required 

to pass all event selection cuts and the efficiencies of each cut are included. These 

acceptance results for each Pt choice were input to the experimental determination 

of the u * BR(Z + -y). Four Pt distributions were investigated to obtain both MC 

and experimental results: (1) No Pt boost, (2) a. "soft" Pt boost, (3) a. nominal Pt 

boost and (4) a. "hard" Pt boost. The "No" Pt boost wa.s included for completeness 

sake but was not used to determine any of the systematic uncertainties. 

Figure 6.6 shows the Pt distributions for the "soft", "nominal" and "hard" boosts 

of the Z P t distribution, while Figure 6. 7 shows the variation of the Z-y cross-section 

as a function of Pt choice for both MC and experiment. The error bars come from 

the statistical uncertainty on the acceptance determination and that of the MC 

generated u * BR(Z + -y). The difference between MC and experiment, defined a.s 

~u(Z + "Y)MC-Ezpt = 0 for the nominal Pt distribution, is also shown in Figure 6.7. 

All other differences shown have been calculated relative to the nominal P t distribu-

tion. The systematic trends of the M C and experimental data. can be seen separately 

in Figure 6. 7. 

The systematic uncertainties associated with the Q2 -scale dependence, for the 

range between M~-h/4 < Q2 < 4M~-h' were investigated using the nominal SF 

choice(HMRS-B). The results are shown in Figure 6.8 for the three cases, (1) Q2 = 
M~+-.J4, (2) Q2 = M~-h (nominal) and (3) Q2 = 4M~+-Y· The Q2 scale dependence 

and the shape of the diboson P t distribution are treated independently, which tends 

to overestimate the sensitivity of these effects since these variables a.re correlated by 

four-momentum conservation in the Z + "Y production process. 

Various structure function choices were used to determine their contributions to 

the systematic uncertainty. The MC U*BR9 m results for the generated cross section 
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Figure 6.6: Di-Boson Pt Distribution(CDF 1504 parameterization). 

output from the Baur z--r MC for thirteen different SF choices is shown in Figure 6.10. 

Only the DFLM-260, MRS-B, HMRS-B, MRS-SO and MT-B1 choices were analyzed 

using the fast MC detector simulation program. Here the MC u * BRcut. was ob-

tained as well as the kinematical and geometrical acceptances. Figure 6.9 shows the 

analogous plots as for the P t and Q2 studies discussed above. 

There is a correlation found in the systematic uncertainties associated with vary-

ing the diboson Pt distributions, the Q2 -scale dependence and the SF choices of the 

MC and experimental data. The MC and experimental u * BR(Z + -y) results 

must include the contributions of these three systematic uncertainties to obtain 

the overall uncertainty. However, since these uncertainties are all correlated the 

~u( Z + -y )MC-E:qt difference must be used for determining the limits on the h~ and 

hfo parameters. 

In Table 6.4 the ±1u individual systematic uncertainties ~tTMc, ~tTE:qe and 
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Figure 6.7: Systematic Studies of Di-Boson Pc Distributions with AR,.., > 0.7 
and P? > 5.0 Gev/c using nominal HMRSB SF choice: (a)Variation of Z7 cross-
section vs. Pt. choice, (b)Difi'erence between MC and experiment for the Pt choices, 
(c)Systematic trends of MC and experiment separately for the Pt. choices. 
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Figure 6.10: u * BR(Z0 ""()gen for 13 different Di-Boson Structure Functions. 

liuMC-Ezpt for the Q2 scale dependency, the structure functions and the ±1u 

systematic excursions in the diboson P, distributions are listed as well as the com-

bined(in quadrature) systematic uncertainties. The details of obtaining limits on 

the hi, and hto parameters for Z""/ will be discussed in the next Chapter. 

Table 6.4: Diboson Systematic Uncertainties. 

e z"Y liu · B(Z"Y)Mc(pb) liu · B(Z"Y)Ez:pt(pb) liu · B(Z"Y)MC-Ezpt(pb) 

Pt +0.05 -0.08 +0.26 -0.07 +0.21 -0.05 
Q2 +0.1 -0.1 +0.1 -0.1 +0.1 -0.2 

SF +0.5 -0.2 +0.2 -0.7 +0.7 -0.3 

Pt EB Q2 EB SF +0.5 -0.2 +0.3 -0.7 +0.7 -0.4 

The final result for the Z""/ cross section, taking into account the P, (Z +""f), Q2 

-scale dependence and SF systematic uncertainties, is in good agreement with the 

SM predictions. 

u * BR(Z + "Y)e = 6.B:!t~(stat + syst)pb 

u * BR(Z + "Y)SM = 4.7!g:~(stat + syst)pb 
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Chapter 7 

Limits on Z'Y Anomalous Couplings and 
Summary of Results. 

As mentioned briefly in Section 2.3, large values of anomalous ZZ1 and Z'Y'Y 

couplings would indicate compositeness for the Z-boson. In addition to the SM 

prediction for Z1 rates, an excess of high-Et photons accompanying the Z boson 

production would be expected. This is further dependent upon the nature and 

magnitude of the assumed non-standard couplings. Such non-SM Z1 couplings tend 

to have angular distributions for hard photons that are more centrally produced 

than for the SM counterpart[41]. Furthermore, the behavior of the non-SM coupling 

values for both ZZ1 and Z'Y'Y processes are very similar. By obtaining an upper limit 

on the experimental cross-section the sensitivity to possible anomalous couplings and 

their upper limits can be made. 

7.1 Determination of Limits. 

The 68.3%, 90.0% and 95.0% CL limits on the h;, and h~ anomalous couplings 

of the Z1 process are obtained with the Baur MC. A matrix of 58 h;, and h~ 

parameters are stepped through and the events are analyzed with the use of the fast 

Z1 MC detector simulation. The cross-section (u·BR(Z+"t)6en,cut.), the kinematical 

& geometrical acceptances and the predicted number of MC electron events for 

each cross-section point in the h;, - h~ plane are recorded, including all statistical 

uncertainties for these variables. 

Due to a large sensitivity to the compositeness scale Az, three different values 
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were studied: Az = 250, 500 and 750 GeV. The MC u · BR(Z + "Y)cut. data points 

for the three choices are then fitted using MINUIT[57] to obtain a 3-dimensional 

cross-sectional view in the hfo - hf'0 plane. The fit parametrization is as follows: 

u(x, y) = usM +ax+ bx2 + cy + dy2 + exy 

where x = (hfo) andy= (hf'o). Since the invariant amplitude M which contains the 

anomalous Z-y contributions is linear in its anomalous parameters; no higher-order 

terms in x and y are needed. The linear terms of x and y in the above equation 

are products of interference between the various amplitudes associated with the Z-y 

process. H these terms' coefficients( a, c) were zero, then the above equation would 

describe the surface of an elliptic paraboloid. MINUIT then returns the fitted values 

of usM, a, b, c, d, e and their uncertainties. Also returned are the x2 of the fits and 

the fit residuals. The x2 and fit residuals are in general quite good in the region of 

interest(i.e. the SM) but the largest fit residuals are due to extreme values for the 

anomalous coupling parameters. An example of the fitted values of the coefficients 

for the u · BR(Z + "Y)e+" cross-section surface at Az = 500 GeV is given by: 

The systematic uncertainties for L:t.u(Z + "Y)MC-Eqt that are associated with 

the diboson Pt distribution, Q2-scale dependence and SF choice are included in the 

MC u * BR(Z + "Y)cut. curves as a function of hi, and hf'o. By comparing MC 

prediction, u * BR(Z + "Y)cut. with the experimental result, u * BR(Z + -y)eqh the 

CL limits are obtained. Since the MC and experimental results are correlated, by 

virtue of their common kinematic acceptances, only the relative overall systematic 

uncertainty between them is relevant rather than the absolute overall systematic 

uncertainty. That is, the difference between the MC prediction and the experimental 

result, u * BR(Z + -y)AiC~~t· 
To obtain limits on these parameters the MC surfaces are down-shifted relative 

to their nominal MC central-value prediction, by -L:t.u * BR(Z + -y)~~~' where 
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tT is the quadrature sum of the MC statistical uncertainty on tT * BR(Z + 1) and 

the MC-Expt systematic uncertainties. The limits on the h:C, and ht0 parameters 

are determined from the intersection of the plane containing a particular CL limit 

of the experimental tT * B R( Z + 1) with the downshifted MC tT • B R( Z + 1) surface. 

We limit exploration of possible Non-SM anomalous couplings to only four cases 

due to large phase space combinations. Therefore only the following are considered: 

(1) ZZ1: h:C, & h~ non - zero only 

(2) ZZ1: hfo & hfo non - zero only 

(3) Z11: h:C, & hto non - zero only 

(4) Z11: hfo & hfo non - zero only. 

Furthermore, between the CP-conserving, h~~' and CP- violating, h~0:'20, couplings, 

there are no interference effects. In addition, there is only a weak interference 

between the ZZ1 and Z11 cases. The limits obtained on the couplings in (1) are 

almost the same to within "' 1% of those obtained for (2). A similar situation holds 

between (3) and (4) and is a result of the nature of the ZZ-y & Z11 vertex functions. 

Since the limits for Z11 are only about 5% higher than those for ZZ-y the ex-

perimental upper limits will be presented using the h:C, and h~ ZZ1 anomalous 

couplings of (1). These limits are within "' 1% of the corresponding hf0 and hfo 

couplings of (2), and can be further translated into the limits for (3) and (4) by 

inflating them with a 1.05 factor. The accuracy of these Z11 limits computed in 

this fashion, therefore will be to within a few tenths of a percent. 

The 68.3%, 90.0% and 95.0% CL limits on the h:C, and h~ parameters are sum-

marized in Table 7.1. Figure 7.1 shows the projection of the Z-y cross section on 

the h:C, and ht0 axes. The central value is given by the solid horizontal line, the 

±1tT (stat + syst) uncertainty for the 68.3% double-sided CL is shown with the 

dotted horizontal line. The 90.0% and 95.0% single-sided CL upper limits to the 

experimental cross section are depicted by horizontal dashed and solid lines respec-

tively. 
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Table 7.1: Z1 h:0,10 - h:0,20 Limits. 

CL Az = 250 GeV 

Ra.nge h:0,to(h:0,20 = 0) h:0,20(h:0,to = 0) 

68.3% DS 0 o+24·6 (stat + syst) . -24.8 0 o+21.4(stat + syst) . -21.5 

68.3% ss -19.7 < h:0,10 < +19.4 -17.0 < h:0,20 < +17.0 

90.0% ss -28.4 < h:0,10 < +28.1 -24.6 < h:0,20 < +24.5 

95.0% ss -32.0 < h:0,10 < +31.7 -27.7 < h:0,20 < +27.6 

CL Az = 500 GeV 

Ra.nge h:0,10( h:0,20 = 0) h:0,20(h:0,to = 0) 

68.3% DS o:o:!:~:g(stat + syst) O.O:!:~~(stat + syst) 

68.3% ss -5.4 < h:0,10 < +5.5 -1.5 < h:0,20 < + 1.5t 

90.0% ss -7.9 < h:0,1o < +8.0 -2.1 < h:0,20 < +2.1t 

95.0% ss -8.9 < h:0,10 < +9.0t -2.4 < h:0,20 < +2.4t 

CL Az = 750 GeV 

Ra.nge h:0,to(h:0,2o = 0) h:0,20(h:0,to = 0) 

68.3% DS o.o:!:~:~(stat + syst) o.o~:Hstat + syst) 

68.3% ss -3.1 < h:0,10 < +3.1t -0.5 < h:0,20 < +0.5t 

90.0% ss -4.4 < h:0,10 < +4.4t -0.8 < h:0,20 < +0.8t 

95.0% ss -5.0 < h:0,10 < +5.0t -0.9 < h:0,20 < +0.9t 

t Exceeds unita.rity limit. 

The dotted line in Figure 7.1 shows the unita.rity limit. The regions above 

the intersection of these dotted lines and the MC u * BR(Z + "Y)cu&. curves a.re 

excluded by unita.rity considerations. H the intersection of the experimental CL 

limit with the MC tT * BR(Z + "Y)cut• curve happens above the unita.rity line, then 

the experimental result doesn't have sensitivity to the anomalous parameters for 

the given compositeness scale Az. Note: The CL limits are derived from the u * 
BR(Z +"'t)E,;pt result and the hfo and hfo values are given by the Experimental- MC 
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Figure 7.1: CDF limits on hfo/hf0 and hfo/h~ anomalous couplings. 
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u * B R( Z + "Y) intersection points. Those parameter values which violate unitarity 

for a given Az scale are denoted by at in Table 7.1. Furthermore, the experimental 

limits on h"'o Z"Y"Y couplings are,..., 5% higher than the corresponding ZZ"'( couplings. 

The 68.3%, 90.0% and 95.0% single-sided CL contours in the hi,- hfo plane for 

Az = 250, 500 and 750 GeV, are shown in Figure 7.2. The 2-dimensional unitarity 

limit in the plane is depicted by a dotted line, where the allowed regions are those 

contained within these lines. For Az = 250 GeV the limits are entirely within the 

allowed region. The CDF sensitivity to anomalous ZZ"Y couplings from ~ 4 pb-1 of 

data are then limited by a compositeness scale of Az ,...,< 500 GeV. 

7.2 Z 1 U nitarity Constraints and Az Sensitivity. 

Restrictions on the reduced amplitudes for arbitrary ZZ"'( coupling values are 

made by imposing Partial Wave Unitarity[7, 41]: 

" 'Az 1
2 < 24sin

2
6wcos

2
6w 

~ ~z~.., - M2 
~z~.., 5a2( .S)(l - ~ )3 

where ,\z, A-y are the Z boson and photon helicities, respectively. Unitarity is 

violated if 

(~ -_ 1? [(hz _ !hz (~ -_1))
2 

("Z)2Mj] > 48sin28w cos2 8w 
(1+*)6 30 2 40 (1+*) + ·~ 8 - 5a2(s) Az Az 

Assume the generalized form factor and its powers(n=3 for hi, n=4 for hfo) and 

that the center-of-mass energy range is Mz < ..jj < 1.8 TeV. In addition, one can 

replace hi, -+ hf0 and hfo -+ hf0 to get the analogous unitarity relation for those 

parameters [58]. 

Similarly for the Z"Y"Y case, partial wave unita.rity restricts the reduced amplitudes 

for arbitrary coupling values to: 
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Figure 7.2: CDF h:0/hf0 - hfo/hf0 contours for Z"'( in the electron channel. 
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and unitarity for the h'Jo and h~ parameters is violated if: 

(~ -_1)
3 [(h.., _~h.., (~ -_1)) 

2 
(h.., )2 Mj] > 6(3- 6sin2 6w + 8sin4 6w) 

(1+'fr)6 30 2 40 (1+-fr) + 30 s - 5a2(s) 
z z 

Assuming that Az >> Mz and that only one anomalous coupling is non-zero at 

a time, the maximum values of hfo and hfo are restricted by tree-level unitarity to 

be[7]: 

lhfol, lhfol < 
lh~l, lhfol < 

(h~ = h:0 = O,n = 3) 

(hfo = hfo = O,n = 4). 

Figure 7.3 is a 2-dimensional representation of the Z'Uy and Z-y-y unitarity limits 

for Az = 250, 500 and 750 GeV in the hfo- h:0(hf0 - h~) plane. The dotted line 

indicates the unitarity limit and those regions contained within these confines are 

allowed by unitarity considerations. The limits for Az = 250 are entirely within the 

allowed region but as Az increases to 500 and 750 GeV this allowed region becomes 

tighter. In particular, nearly all the limits for Az = 750 are outside the unitarity 

bound for the hfo - h:0 ( hf0 - h~) plane. 

The experimental limits for the ZZ-y and Z-y-y anomalous couplings are super-

imposed on the unitarity curve as a function of energy Az, as shown in Figure 7.3. 

At the 95% CL, the upper limits on these couplings corresponds to a composite-

ness scale sensitivity of Az - 450-500 GeV for hi,.., jhf0.., and Az- 300 GeV for 

h:o.., fh~o..,· 
This scale sensitivity can be further expressed in terms of distance for possible 

internal Z-boson structure of 

Lz = :~ < (3.9- 6.6) x 10-4 fm 

< (0.18 - 0.30)~z 

where ~z = J;Cil is the reduced Compton wavelength of the Z-boson. 
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7.3 Comparison with L3 Limits. 

Recently the 13 Collaboration published limits on the h: form factor (which they 

denote as (3). The limits were derived from a measurement of the e+e- -+ zo-+ IITi"'f 

cross-section. Their 95% C1 limit for 11.2 pb-1 of data based on the absence of 

excess events in the Z resonance region is given as 1.81 < 1.6, where E.., > !Ebeam[59]. 

The corresponding limits on the h~ parameter translates as 1~1 < 2.3, 1.8, 1.7 for 

Az = 250, 500 and 750 GeV respectively. For these Az values, their parameter 

results are well within the unitarity limit. It takes a Az > 840 Ge V before the 13 

lh~l unitarity limit is exceeded. We have analyzed the CDF Z1 data in terms of 

limits on the ZZ1 couplings, and the 1EP Z -+ IITi"'f results are also sensitive to 

this process where no constraint has been made on the Z"Y"Y couplings. However, as 

mentioned in Chapter 2 the Z1"Y couplings differ from the ZZ; by only a few percent. 

7.4 Z-boson Transition Moment Limits 

As stated in Chapter 2 the transition moments of the Z-boson are related to the 

hfo anomalous ZZ1 coulings by: 

dzT e 1 p z z - - Mz v'2 Mj ( h30 - h40) 

QzT - e v'W z Mj 10 (2h30) 

e 1 P z z IJZT - - Mz v'2 Mj (hlo- h20) 

QzT - e v'W z Mj 10 (2h10). 

These relations allow the experimental limits of the hfo anomalous couplings to 

place bounds on the transition moments. At tree level all the SM ZZ1 couplings 

vanish(hfo = 0) thus all SM transition moments must also vanish. The following 
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classical parameters for the Z-boson are defined and their numerical values are cal-

culated to be: 

dZT - -!az = -1.0820 ± 0.0001 x 10-3 e- fm 

Qmo e1i2 1.4038 ± 0.0002 x 10-18 MeV - fm/T ZT - M2c -
z 

0 e1i = -3.2437 ± 0.0003 x 10-16 MeV /T J.'zT - -2Mz 

Qeo ZT - ~ - 4.6828 ± 0.0007 x 10-6 e - fm2 

Xz 1ic 2.1640 ± 0.0002 X 10-3 fm - MziJ -
The following dimensionless(scaled) classical quantities for the Z-boson we have 

defined to be: 

gz = J.'ZT _ 
T - llo r-ZT 

e - Q~T 
qzT = Qeo -

ZT 

yl2 [:il (hfo- h~) 
Vlo (2hf0 ) 

However, the factor ( G-r-) is somewhat ill-defined for setting limits on DzT and gzT due 
z 

to the nature of the Z + 'Y process and we therefore define the variables DzT and gzT 

as: 

6Z.T - [Mil DzT F - yl2( hi, - h!,) 

• [Mil V2(hfo- h~) 9zT - 9ZT k2 -
These c5zT and gzT limits are a factor of yl2 greater than the corresponding 

limits on the ( hfo - hfo) parameters. Similarly the qzT and q~T limits are a factor 

of 2.JI0 larger than those in Table 7.1 for the individual electron Z7 results. Note: 

Since experimental limits on hfo(ht0 ) are the same as for hf0(h~), the limits on 

c5zT and gz.T are also the same; likewise for qzT and qzT· Figure 7.4 show the 68% 

and 95% CL contours in the DzT - qzT plane analogous to the contours in Figure 7.2 

of the hi, - hfo planes. 
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7.5 Summary of Results 

The analysis of CDF Z"( data, as described in this document has provided a 

measurement of the z, cross-section which itself has made possible the determination 

of the limits on the ZZ"( and Z11 anomalous couplings. 

Our experimental results on the measurement of u * BR(Z + "Y) are in good 

agreement with the SM prediction. To summarize; the observed Z"Y cross-section 

and the Standard Model Z"Y cross-section are given by: 

CT * BR(Z + "Y)e = 6.B:!t~(stat + syst)pb 

u * BR(Z + l)sM = 4.7!~:i(stat + syst)pb 

In addition, from this cross-section result, direct limits on the anomalous cou-

pling parameters (hio'Y and h!;'Y) and (hfo'Y and hi;'Y) for zz, and z,"Y have been 

obtained for the three different choices of compositeness scale sensitivity Az. There-

fore, the compositeness sensitivity scale of such anomalous couplings for saturation 

at unitarity, shows Az ~ 450- 500 GeV for h:0?1o and Az ~ 300 GeV for h!;jo. 
Furthermore, these experimental limits for the anomalous zz, couplings place re-

strictions on the transition moments and are sensitive to Az > 300- 500 GeV. This 

compositeness scale then probes possible internal Z-boson structure at a distance 

scale of order Lz < (3.9 - 6.6) x 10-4 fm = (0.18 - 0.30~z at the 95% CL. 
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Appendix B 

Acceptance x Efficiency Factors for the 
Determination of u · B(Z + 1) in the Electron 

Channel 

The explicit forms of the product term (Az-y · tz-y) are given below: 

1 - -1 · fzvz • AMz · (Az · T · fcent7') 
DY 

X [ {Jzcc · {2fcentL - T · fcent7')} • (Jicc ·Alec· f~) 
+ (fzcp · tp~u,) · (rzcp · Alcp · t~) 

+ UzeJ · f.Jwrd) · (fief· Ale!· t~)] 
1 - -1 · fzvz • AMz · (T · fcent7') 
DY 

X [ {Azcc · (2tcentL - T · fcentT)} • (Jicc ·Alec· f~) 
+ (Azcp · f,tu,) · (rzcp · Alcp · t~) 

+ (AzeJ" f.Jwrd) · (fief· Ale!· t~)] (B.1) 

For Z"Y events, !DY ( < 1) is a small correction factor which explicitly takes into 

account the removal of the Drell-Yan DY + "Y contribution within the Z-+ e+e-

mass window, and also corrects for the loss of Z + "Y events outside the Z -+ e+ e-

mass window. The factor fzvz is the efficiency of the lzwnexl < 60 em cut. 

The overall kinematic x geometrical acceptance factor, Az = Azcc+ Azcp+ Azef, 

consists of three fiducial classes of central-central, central-plug and central-forward 

dielectrons from Z decay, respectively. These factors are themselves products of 

individual kinematic x geometrical acceptance factors: 

(B.2) 
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where ex = cc, cp or cf. A~c ET is the kinematic acceptance of an electron 

passing the "tight" ET > 20 GeV selection cut and AZ1c Jitl cem is the geometrical 

fiducial acceptance associated with the central EM calorimeter. A!/z ET is the kine-

matic acceptance of an electron passing the "loose" ET > 10 GeV selection cut, and 

A2Jz Jid is the geometrical acce~,>tance associated with the fiducial acceptance of the 

central, plug or forward EM calorimeters (x = c, p, or f). Furthermore, acceptance 

fractions fzcc, fzcp and fzcJ are related by fzcc. = Azcc./Az, fzcp = Azcp/Az and 

fzcJ = AzcJ/Az. 

T = fLI • fL2 • fL3 is the overall Z lepton trigger efficiency for the "tight" central 

lepton selection, where fLl! fL2, and fL3 are the individuallevel-1 - level-3 lepton 

trigger efficiencies, respectively. The overall "tight" and "loose" central fiducial 

electron selection efficiencies, are given by: 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

where the individual efficiencies for the common central electron selection are 

listed in section 4.2.4. 

The overall plug and forward electron selection efficiencies are given by 

fplug = C "~tl/EM) "~ • ~· (B.5) 

(B.6) 

again the individual common plug and forward electron selection efficiencies are 

as listed in section 4.2.4. 

The factors ficc., ficp and fief are defined as the fraction of all photons that are 

central 0'7..,.1 < 1.1), which have already satisfied the Et > 5.0 GeV and ARe.., > 0.7 
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requirements, and are produced by Z decay electrons which pass the selection re-

quirements for each class of central-central, central-plug and central-forward fiducial-

fiducial Z bosons, respectively. The factors Alec, Alcp and Ale! represent the in-

dividual overall acceptances associated with central photons passing all photon cuts 

for central-central, central-plug and central-forward fiducial-fiducial dielectrons, re-

spectively, and are a product of individual central photon acceptances: 

(B.7) 

The kinematic acceptance factor A1= Ei- = 1.0, since all central photons asso-

ciated with ex Z bosons must intrinsically pass the Et > 5.0 GeV requirement. In 

addition, the lepton-photon angular separation acceptance factor, Ale: l:i.Re-, = 1.0, 

since all central photons associated with Z bosons must intrinsically pass the D.~ > 
0. 7 angular separation requirement applied to both decay leptons. 

The factor Ai= Jid cem is the geometrical acceptance for photons, which are in the 

central {ITJ-yl < 1.1) region associated with ex Z bosons with Z decay leptons passing 

the selection requirements and central photons already satisfying the Ef > 5.0 Ge V 

and D.~ > 0. 7 requirements, that pass the CEM fiducial requirements. 

Therefore, ftc:· Ale: is the acceptance factor for central fiducial photons associ-

ated with ex Z"Y events that have already satisfied the Z selection and Ef > 5.0 GeV 

and D.~> 0.7 requirements. 

The central fiducial photon selection efficiency is given by 

c"Y - c"Y c"Y c"Y '"cem - '-ET4 • ""I:P7'4 • '"N3D • 

(B.S) 

where the individual terms are the central fiducial photon efficiencies as listed 

in section 4.2.5. The factor 7'Jm" is the probability that a photon will traverse the 

material of the inner central detector without converting to an e+e- pair. This 
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factor is determined from CEM energy scale studies for CDF W JZ boson mass 

measurements[33, 60], by the amount of material on average that is considered in 

the inner central detector, < AT >= 4.6 ± 0.3% of a radiation length, X~· This 

corresponds to a conversion length, x~, of 3.6 ± 0.3%. The Baur/ISAJET/QFL Z'Y 

MC is used as a cross-check by obtaining the fraction of events where the photon 

would have passed all cuts if it had not converted to a.n e+e- pair. The calculation 

of P::onv a.nd the MC result are in good agreement. The systematic uncertainty is 

defined by the difference between the two methods. Explicitly searching for isolated 

'Y-+ e+e- conversion pairs, where 1'7"'Y-e+e-l < 1.1, provided another cross-check for 

'Picmv. No Z + ('Y-+ e+e-) candidate events were found. 

Since electron test beam data was used to determine some of the individual pho-

ton efficiencies, as discussed in section 5.2.2, differences in EM shower development 

for electrons and photons are corrected by the factor s:=.,. This factor was obtained 

using QFL 'Y vs. e MC simulations, a.nd is described as the ratio of QFL 'Y vs. e 

efficiency products as listed in Table 5.5. 
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